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When it comes to translating literature, most people agree that the translator should strive for equivalence between the original text and its translation. Yet the fact that translations are often retranslated several years later proves that equivalence can be accomplished in different ways according to different people. There are many more reasons for retranslating, but the fact that translations can be made in so many different ways is an important incentive for retranslation. When ten translators translate the same source text into the same language, the result will be ten unique translations. There are many factors that contribute to the variations, for example differences in experience and knowledge or personal preferences of the translators. The large number of influential factors makes it difficult to examine why any translation was made a certain way; not that translation scientists have not tried to explain the processes of translation. Thinking-Aloud Protocols have often been used in attempts to study translation processes. But what goes on in the mind of the translator, or any mind at all for that matter, is still uncharted territory. What we can examine, however, is the end-product of the process: the translation. Even though we cannot see how decisions are made in the mind of a translator, we can examine the outcome and thus determine the translation norms of the translator in retrospect. However, not only translators have translation norms but also every other agent involved in the production and reception of translations. These norms are likely to be different for each agent as they may have different interests or opinions. The question is which norms the translator will and will not observe and more importantly to what degree. 
Then there is also the issue of changing translation norms. The way people think about translation, and thus the requirements for a ‘good’ translation, changes over time. Since retranslations are often made several years or even decades apart, examining retranslations is a useful way of investigating changing translation norms. Two individual translations of one source text made years apart can provide important clues to the differences in translation norms at the time of each translation. However, the difficulty with translations and their retranslations is that they are often not accompanied by a comment of the translator on how the translation was made and according to what norms. Thankfully, according to Gideon Toury, translation norms can be reconstructed on the basis of a translation which is what will be done in this thesis. The following question will be answered:
What role do changing translation norms play in the process of translation and retranslation and how is this evident in the translation and revised translation of Joseph Heller’s Catch-22 and the translation and retranslation of Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird?
This first part of the question cannot be answered indisputably because translation is rarely about facts and certainties but always troubled with influences of multiple agents with different interests and opinions. However, it is possible to answer the question by using the two case-studies of Catch-22 and To Kill a Mockingbird and show what role translation norms played in those processes. 
	The two cult-classics Catch-22 and To Kill a Mockingbird have both been written over 50 years ago, yet they are still being read today. Catch-22 was written in 1955, translated in 1961 and revised in 1995. The revised translation has been reprinted several times since; the last time was 2011 in a special 50-year anniversary edition. Even though the revision was made in 1995 and not 2011, the fact that the 1995 text is still being reprinted shows that the publishing house did not find it necessary to retranslate the text entirely and that the text was apparently still considered suitable for publishing. To Kill a Mockingbird on the other hand did require a retranslation. To Kill a Mockingbird was first published in English in 1960, first translated into Dutch in 1961 and retranslated in 2010, also in a special 50-year anniversary edition. The fact that both first translation were made in the same year and that the retranslation was made and the revision was reprinted so close together makes these two novels the perfect case-studies for this thesis. 
The first chapter will present a brief overview of the current scientific discourse on retranslation and revision. The existing theories on the subject will be outlined and discussed briefly and the gap that exists around translation norms in retranslation will be shown. 
	The second chapter concerns the issue of translation norms. An overview of what has been said on the subject will be given and the methodology for this thesis to reconstruct translation norms on the basis of a translation will be presented. 
	Chapter three will be a discussion of the translation norms in the periods 1960-1962 and 2009-2011. Since both first translations of Catch-22 and To Kill a Mockingbird were made in 1961, first the translation norms in the Netherlands in 1960-1962 will be investigated. These norms will be deduced by looking at reviews of the translations of Catch-22 and To Kill a Mockingbird for norms of literary critics, the external poetics of the translators of the two novels and the jury reports of the Martinus Nijhoff award. Then the same will be done for the period 2009-2011 since To Kill a Mockingbird was retranslated in 2010 and the revised translation of Catch-22 was reprinted in 2011. The same method will be used as for the period 1960-1962 to establish the prevailing translation norms in this three-year period: reviews will be discussed along with the external poetics of translators and the jury reports of the three major translation awards in the Netherlands. An important question in this chapter will be if there seems to be some consensus on translation norms among the different agents in those two periods.
Then in chapter four the case-study on Catch-22 will be discussed. Through translation comparison the norms of the 1961 translation and the 2011 print of the revised translation will be reconstructed and compared to each other. 
In the fifth chapter the same will be done for To Kill a Mockingbird. The norms of the 1961 and 2010 translations will be reconstructed and compared to each other.
In the conclusion all the information found will be put together and used to answer what role changing translation norms have played in the translation and revision of Catch-22 and translation and retranslation of To Kill a Mockingbird. Finally this information will be used to answer the question if something can be said on the role of changing translation norms in the process of translation and retranslation. 
1.	The current scientific discourse on retranslation and revision

Retranslation has only been investigated up until now by a handful of scholars. Surprisingly most articles on retranslation are from the past decade. Before that, there has been very little attention for the specific problems of retranslation. 

1.1	Defining retranslation
Research towards a certain phenomenon often begins with defining the phenomenon, in this case retranslation. Most scholars define retranslation as a new translation of a source text that has already been translated in that particular target language. Xu Jianzhong makes a distinction between two kinds of retranslation: direct and indirect retranslation (193). Direct retranslation is a new translation of the same source text in the same target language whereas indirect retranslation is a translation based on a translation of the original in another target language (Jianzhong, 193). Henri Bloemen describes three meanings for which the term retranslation is used. The first two meanings correspond with those mentioned by Jianzhong and the third is that of retranslation as “back translation” (28). When a translation is retranslated back into the original source language it can also be considered a retranslation (Bloemen, 28). Since the purpose of this thesis is to investigate changing translation norms in retranslations, this can best be done by looking at retranslations where the source text and target language are constant factors in order to focus on translation norms and eliminate as much other influential factors as possible. Therefore this thesis only concerns retranslations in the first meaning: a new translation of a source text that has already been translated in that particular target language. 
	Most research towards retranslation focuses on the reasons for retranslating. Scholars give plenty of motives for retranslation but the majority derives from the idea that the previous translation is in some way not or no longer suitable for its purpose. In an article on retranslation and quality Isabelle Vanderschelden gives a very clear overview of all commonly mentioned reasons for retranslating. She has organised them under five larger categories: 
The existing translation is unsatisfactory and cannot be revised efficiently, (…) [a] new edition of the ST is published and becomes the standard reference, (…) [t]he existing TT is considered outdated from a stylistic point of view, (…) [t]he retranslation has a special function to fill in the TL, and (…) [a] different interpretation of the ST justifies a new translation. (Vanderschelden, 4-6)
All motives for retranslation can be placed within one of these categories. Changing translation norms as a reason for retranslation can be assigned to the first category: “The existing translation is unsatisfactory and cannot be revised efficiently”. When the norms for translations have changed, the previous translation is not necessarily bad; it simply does not meet the new translation standards of the time and therefore requires a new translation. The third category by Vanderschelden only concerns outdated stylistics in the form of idiomatic choices and changes in grammar and spelling and therefore does not concern changes in the way the translation is made. However, a concern for outdated stylistics in itself can be considered a translation norm as well.

1.2	Retranslation and the original
The fact that texts are retranslated, sometimes several times, is a clear indication that the status of a translation is inferior to that of a source text. Whereas an original text can be included in the canon, a translation rarely receives the status of a classic. There are however a few exceptions, for example the 1637 Dutch Statenvertaling of the Bible has almost the same authority as an original text and is often used as a point of reference when discussing other Bible translations. But according to Koskinen and Paloposki in their article ‘Retranslation,’ retranslation and canonization are also mutually dependent, “retranslations help texts in achieving the status of a classic, and the status of a classic often promotes further retranslation” (4). According to Vanderschelden, translations of classics or canonical texts are more likely to be criticised in terms of quality than other translations, which in turn can lead again to a new translation (6). 
It is also said that translations age faster than original texts in terms of spelling, syntax and idiom (Bloemen, 34). One theory is that target text-oriented translations age even faster than source text-oriented ones (Bloemen, 35). The closer a translation stays to the original, the slower it ages. Guy Rooryck says that a translation ages faster as it smoothes out source text-specific elements and adapts the text to more modern standards (52). Cees Koster, on the other hand, says that the ageing process for any text, whether it is an original text or a translation, is the same (54). However, because the act of translation can be repeated whereas the act of creation (of the original work) cannot, ageing is an irreversible aspect of any original text but an undesirable aspect of translations (Koster, 54). The notion of ageing is thus not an intrinsic quality of the text but an attributed characteristic as a result of the inferior status of translations.
It is difficult to tell how fast a translation will be considered outdated because it depends on many factors. Mark Pieters, from the Dutch publishing house Athenaeum – Polak & Van Gennep, says that every translation over fifty years old, despite its quality, has aged (36). Frans Denissen, a French and Italian translator, observes that most important works, or classics, are retranslated every 25 to 30 years (72). Yet classics are not always retranslated; sometimes they are just revised or only reprinted, which adds yet another complexity in the large web of influential factors surrounding retranslation.

1.3	Retranslation and revision
Many scholars pay attention to the difference between retranslation and revision. Yves Gambier, for example, gives a quantitative criterion for the differences between revision, adaptation and retranslation, claiming that the difference between the three lies in the amount of changes made to an earlier version (Bloemen, 29). The second (qualitative) criterion for Gambier is that retranslation, as apposed to revision, incorporates historical and socio-cultural elements in the changes to the translation (Bloemen, 29). Isabelle Vanderschelden (2000) argues that revision leaves at least the overall structure and the tone of the translation intact while improving a limited number of problems or errors (2). A reason for revising rather than retranslating a given text can lie within the translation, i.e. “the TT has flaws, but it is still worth ‘recycling’,” or revision can be chosen due to financial motives since revision is cheaper than retranslation (Vanderschelden, 2). 
	Koskinen and Paloposki have looked in detail at the role of the publishing house in the decision between retranslation and revision (or reprinting). In ‘Retranslations in the age of digital reproduction’ they have looked at a number of Finnish publishers and their figures of new titles, retranslations and reprints in one year. The choice between a reprint and a retranslation seems to depend largely on the publisher: some publishers only publish new titles and no retranslations or reprints, others prefer retranslations over reprints and some favour reprints over retranslations (Koskinen & Paloposki, 29-30). The choice seems to correspond partly to the size of the publishing house: smaller publishers are more likely to publish new translations while bigger (and older) publishing houses are more likely to publish reprints (Koskinen & Paloposki, 30). The choice is also a matter of how the publishing house markets itself. Some publishers aim for commercial successes while others want to bring new and exotic texts into the market. Several big publishing houses use exclusively reprints and no retranslations, which seems to be done out of commercial motives since reprinting is cheaper than retranslating (Koskinen & Paloposki, 30). Another consideration for publishers is that new translations get more media attention than reprints, which would make a retranslation more favourable than a reprint, even for big publishing houses (Koskinen & Paloposki, 32). What this research shows is that there are countless motives for retranslation, not only from a literary perspective but also from a commercial one. The final decision to retranslate or revise a text is incredibly complex and is nearly impossible to reconstruct within one all-encompassing retranslation theory. 

1.4	Changing translation norms
Retranslations are very useful in research towards changing translation norms over time. As Koskinen and Paloposki say in ‘Retranslation’: “with the source text and the target language being constant, the variable of time allows one to study issues such as the changing translation norms and strategies, the standardization of language, or the effects of the political or cultural context” (5). So far, research towards the norms or methods that shape a translation is minimal. It has been investigated in the area of children’s literature, for example by Miryam Du-Nour or Pekka Kujamäki, but the translation of children’s literature is a very specific area of translation and the norms differ greatly from those of adult literature. 
At times there are references to the norms of publishers, other policy makers and other contextual factors to which translators must adhere, but there is no real research towards general translation norms and the norms and strategies of the translators themselves. It is occasionally mentioned by scholars that this area is in need of more research, for example by Vanderschelden: “Norms of language and literary translation change, and they govern the evolution of quality criteria, which explains in part the need for new translations” (13). Or by Bloemen: 
A series of retranslations makes the historical dimension of translating visible in the specific language material; it shows that the act of translation and not just the circumstances in which it takes place has a historical dynamic of its own. (…) In short: to my mind, translation has a history of its own that is not just the effect of things that happen outside translation. Research of the phenomenon retranslation is an eminent means to get to know that translation history.​[1]​ (my translation, 30-1)
It is exactly that historical dynamic of translation that is the subject of this thesis. By studying retranslations it will be demonstrated how opinions on translations change over time and why that is another reason for retranslation.2.	Translation norms

Translators are guided in their decision-making process by translation norms. Even when a translator does not explicitly reflect according to which norms the translation was made, for example in an introduction or an accompanying text, the norms can still be reconstructed on the basis of the translation. There are two approaches to translation norms: the functionalist approach and that of the Descriptive Translation Studies (DTS). Both are target-oriented approaches but their ideas of norms are slightly different.

2.1	Functionalists versus Descriptive Translation Studies
According to the functionalists, translation is a purposeful activity. Whether or not the target text actually serves the purpose for which it is intended or to what extent is evaluated according to the norms of the target culture (Schäffner, 235). The functionalists Reiss and Vermeer prefer the term conventions to norms. In their view, norms are more binding than conventions and non-compliance to them will result in sanctions, whereas the term conventions indicates preferences instead of rules (Schäffner, 235). According to the functionalists, any target text has to comply with the norms or conventions of the target culture in order to fulfil the specific role for which it is intended in that culture. 
The DTS also provide a target-oriented approach but one that differs slightly from the functionalist approach. For functionalists the starting point for research is the process that will lead to the end-product, but DTS research begins with the end-product (Schäffner, 236). Instead of evaluating if a target text complies with the existing norms or conventions of the target culture, DTS researchers first describe the target text as it is and then try to find out what norms were involved in creating the text as it is. DTS uses norms to describe translation behaviour. In this thesis the method of DTS research will be used for the case-studies of Catch-22 and To Kill a Mockingbird. The existing translations of the novels will be described as they are instead of being evaluated to which degree they fulfil their literary functions in the target culture. The reason for this is because the DTS approach offers a more objective basis for the study of the (re)translation(s) and revision. Based on those target texts the used translation norms for each text will be reconstructed. Those results will subsequently be compared to the norms that are found to be prevailing in the same periods in the Netherlands. 

2.2	Toury
Gideon Toury, as the main driving force behind the DTS, discusses translation norms in ‘The Nature and Role of Norms in Translation’. He makes a distinction between rules, norms and idiosyncrasies. Norms move along the scale between rules and idiosyncrasies and through the passing of time, idiosyncrasies can catch on and become more binding, while rules may weaken and become norms or even idiosyncrasies (Toury, 54). Norms are thus never fixed and should always be evaluated in their socio-historical dynamic. Toury describes all norms, not specifically translation norms, as follows:
 Sociologists and social psychologists have long regarded norms as the translation of general values or ideas shared by a community – as to what is right and wrong, adequate and inadequate – into performance instructions appropriate for and applicable to particular situations, specifying what is prescribed and forbidden as well as what is tolerated and permitted in a certain behavioural dimension. (54-5)
Norms can only be studied in situations where different kinds of behaviour are possible. Regularity of behaviour in comparative situations is an important signal for a norm, but Toury makes a careful distinction between regularities and norms, saying regularities are only the discernible external products of internal norms (Schäffner, 239). Non-compliance to a norm is also possible and does not automatically invalidate the norm (Toury, 55). Toury also notes that norms are not necessarily formulated:
Verbal formulations of course reflect awareness of the existence of norms as well as of their respective significance. However, they also imply other interests, particularly a desire to control behaviour – i.e., to dictate norms rather than merely account for them. (55)
Formulations of norms should thus be seen in light of their context and most importantly, it should always be questioned by whom the norm was formulated and why. 

2.3	Norms on different levels
A translated text has to manoeuvre between two cultural traditions: that of the source culture and of the target culture. A translator can decide to shape the translation predominantly according to the norms of one of those cultures. Toury calls this the initial norm (56). When a translator chooses to adhere to the norms of the source culture, this is often seen as an adequate translation, whereas keeping to the norms of the target culture usually results in what is considered an acceptable translation (Toury, 56). However, this choice does not mean that all translation decisions are made in accordance to the initial norm. The initial norm is rather a tool to explain certain decisions in terms of adequacy and acceptability than an overall translation strategy. 
	Toury distinguishes several kinds of norms, asides from the initial norm, starting with preliminary and operational norms (58). The preliminary norms are active on a pre-translation level and concern translation policy and the directness of translation. Translation policy involves all factors that lead to the decision to translate a particular text into a particular language. The directness of translation refers to whether or not the translation is made on the basis of the original source text or another translation. Operational norms are active during the actual translation event and directly influence translation decisions, which Toury further divides into matricial norms and textual-linguistic norms. Toury describes matricial norms as governing: 
(…) the very existence of target-language material intended as a substitute for the corresponding source-language material (and hence the degree of fullness of translation), its location in the text (or the form of actual distribution), as well as the textual segmentation. (59) 
Textual-linguistic norms “govern the selection of material to formulate the target text in, or replace the original textual and linguistic material with” (Toury, 59). 
	 Toury warns against two factors that complicate the study of norms: “the social-cultural specificity of norms and their basic instability” (62). Norms do not only differ per culture, but even within one culture different norms can apply for different subsections. Additionally, norms can change fast, sometimes more quickly than others. Translators contribute to these changes through their activity as translators, but translation criticism, translation ideology and other norm-setting activities of institutes also help the process along (Toury, 62). Because norms change so rapidly, Toury gives three terms to describe the possible behaviour of a translator: “trendy,” “old-fashioned” and “progressive” (63). However, this status can change just as easily as the translation norms themselves. The behaviour of a translator should thus always be seen in both a socio-cultural and a temporal context.

2.4	Methodology
Toury mentions two sources for the study of translation norms: textual and extratextual sources (65).The textual source is the translated text itself and serves as the basis for any attempt to reconstruct translation norms from a product of translation behaviour. This type of source will be used in chapters four and five for the discussion of the norms that governed the Dutch translations of Catch-22 and To Kill a Mockingbird. In order to extract the norms by means of a translation comparison I will follow Toury’s methodology: 
(…) it is regularities in the observable results of a particular kind of behaviour, assumed to have been governed by norms, which are first noted. Only then does one go on to extract the norms themselves, on the (not all that straightforward) assumption that observed regularities testify to recurrent underlying motives, and in a direct manner, at that. Norms thus emerge as explanatory hypotheses (of observed [results of] behaviour) rather than entities in their own right. (Toury qtd in Schäffner, 240-1)
So during the translation comparison, regularity of behaviour will be the most important indication of the existence of a norm. 
Schäffner points out Chesterman’s criticism on this notion that regularity of behaviour can be the result of constraints other than translation norms, for example time pressure or the limited capabilities of the translator (Schäffner, 241). It is therefore important to consider all regularities objectively and in the light of the other evidence found in extratextual sources. Reine Meylaerts adds another point of criticism, which is that Toury focuses too much on the collective and not enough on the translator as a socialized individual (92). She argues that in order to truly understand translation choices you should look at the translator’s habitus and the dynamic between individual preferences and collective norms. Since the scope of this thesis is to investigate the role of translation norms in the process of retranslation, the focus does not lie on why the translators of Catch-22 and To Kill a Mockingbird chose certain translation norms but rather what those norms are. Therefore the translator’s habitus will not be considered in this thesis, though a quick look at the external poetics of the translators will be included to substantiate the norms deduced from the translations. 
The other extratextual sources for this thesis are critical and theoretical texts on translation made by agents that are involved in the production or reception of translations. Extratextual sources such as translation reviews, interviews with translators and jury reports for translation awards will be used in chapter three to establish the prevailing norms in the periods 1960-1962 and 2009-2011 in the Netherlands. 
Toury has already provided the terms “adequacy” and “acceptability” to describe translation norms on an operational level. Yet in order to be able to even further contextualise translation decisions at micro-level, James S. Holmes’ terminology will be used to explain how the translators in fact interpret and establish adequacy or acceptability. For a detailed description of translation choices on a micro-level, Holmes developed a cross of which one axis represents the choice between an exoticizing or naturalizing translation, and the other axis represents the choice between a historicizing or modernizing translation (Holmes, 67-9). 

Generally, a combination of exoticizing and historicizing choices will lead to a retentive translation, whereas naturalizing and modernizing choices will lead to a re-creative translation. Holmes uses these terms to describe the intention of the translator with a certain choice, i.e. the translation strategy, but for this thesis these terms will be used to describe translation norms.
Additionally, the cross demonstrates the complicated dynamic of qualifications such as modernizing or historicizing and shows that most translation choices are not either the one or the other but rather a gradation along one of the axes. Holmes also distinguishes three levels on which a translator can make these choices: linguistic context, literary intertext and the socio-cultural situation (67). Literary intertext concerns not only the literary tradition in which a text is written but also the stylistics of the text itself. In terms of the socio-cultural situation this thesis will mostly discuss choices concerning the translation of foreign elements. Even though Holmes uses these levels to describe choices in poetry translations, they can also be used for the description of prose translations. 
3.	Translation norms in the periods 1960-1962 and 2009-2011

In order to be able to investigate how the Dutch translation and revision of Catch-22 and the translation and retranslation of To Kill a Mockingbird compare to the dominant translation norms in the periods 1960-1962 and 2009-2011, those norms first need to be established. This will be done by looking at three different source types for both periods: reviews of translations will be discussed to get an idea of the translation norms of literary critics; the jury reports of translation awards will be looked at to get an idea of the ideas on translation of one of the important Dutch norm-setting institutions in the reception of translations; and finally, the norms of professional literary translators will be considered.

3.1	Translation norms in the period 1960-1962
For this period, reviews from the early sixties of the translations of Catch-22 and To Kill a Mockingbird will be discussed, the jury reports of the Martinus Nijhoff translation award will be looked at, and the external poetics of translators J.F. Kliphuis and Hans Edinga will be discussed. 

3.1.1	Reviews of Catch-22 and To Kill a Mockingbird
Catch-22 is first mentioned in a Dutch literary review from 1962 by critic Jacques den Haan. Even though the translation was already published in 1961, Den Haan quotes from the English novel in his article and makes no mention of the Dutch translation. When he tries to explain what a ‘Catch-22’ exactly is, he uses the Dutch word ‘kneepje’ as a translation for ‘catch’ instead of ‘paragraaf’, the word Kliphuis uses, so it is clear that Den Haan has not read the translation for his article. He describes Heller’s style as follows: “Catch-22 is intelligent, filled with a sometimes raw, dark humour that is set up and elaborated on in detail. It is written with care, perhaps too much care. For instance, the book is at times cumbersome with adjectives”​[2]​ (Den Haan, 194). In April 1963 Piet Oomes, a Netherlands specialist and literary critic, extensively reviews Paragraaf 22 (Catch-22). It is obvious that the review is based on the Dutch translation because the translation is mentioned in the header and because the review ends with “For the poignant, nuanced Dutch by translator J.F. Kliphuis I have nothing but praise”​[3]​ (Oomes, 176). Unfortunately Oomes does not get into detail about the quality of the translation. On Joseph Heller’s style he says, “a man with his own style, sturdy and poignant, a supple but at the same time biting-satirical style”​[4]​ (Oomes, 174). He mentions other aspects of Heller’s style than Den Haan but whether that is because Heller’s style has changed in the translation or because the two critics find aspects of the style more important to mention cannot be said undisputedly. Strangely enough these are the only two reviews available. Considering this novel has become a cult-classic, it received remarkably little attention in the media when it was first published. However, the fact that Oomes praises Kliphuis for the quality of his Dutch seems to indicate that Oomes appreciates a translation that reads smoothly or like an original Dutch work. This is usually accomplished by a naturalizing approach on a linguistic level. In other words, Oomes seems to be more concerned with the acceptability of the translation than the adequacy.
	For To Kill a Mockingbird, the search for reviews came up with an even more meagre find. The lone result was an article from 1961 about new publications in which it is only mentioned that the novel is translated by Hans Edinga but not a word is said on the quality of the translation (Nieuwe uitgaven Mandigo). 
	Since there are so few reviews of Catch-22 and To Kill a Mockingbird, the results will be supplemented with a few reviews of other novels translated by Edinga and Kliphuis. Edinga’s translation of a novel by Roald Dahl is mentioned in a review by Yge Foppema but the only comment about the translation is “Well translated” (Foppema, 28). Edinga is also mentioned as the translator of The Longest Day: June 6, 1944 D-day by Cornelius Ryan, but the author of the article thinks there is a staggering amount of mistakes in the translation (Boltendal, 9). He does say, however, that other translations by Edinga are better.
	Translations by Kliphuis are mentioned more often than those by Edinga and, more importantly, his translations are always mentioned positively, though they are never reviewed in great detail. A few examples from reviews: “The translation by J.F. Kliphuis seems excellent to me”​[5]​ (Hulsing, 2); “(…) excellently translated by J.F. Kliphuis”​[6]​ (Friese Koerier 03-12-60, 7); “The translation from German by J.F. Kliphuis is of excellent quality​[7]​” (Friese Koerier 25-09-62; 15); “The translation by J.F. Kliphuis is nearly always outstanding​[8]​” (Melkman, 5); “Everyone can read it – especially since J.F. Kliphuis, whose translation of Morton’s „Rothschildts” recently caught attention, again delivered a piece that was difficult and turned out well”​[9]​ (Viruly, 366) and “Irritating is the cripple Dutch for which translator J.F. Kliphuis chose, apparently in an attempt to approach the American ‘slang’ of the author​[10]​” (Friese Koerier 14-06-68, 19). The last example is the only negative comment about a translation by Kliphuis. It is interesting that the reviewer points out the “cripple Dutch” even though he mentions it is probably a result of the style of the original author. This only seems to strengthen the idea that for reviewers the most important aspect of a translated novel is readability. 

3.1.2	The Martinus Nijhoff award
In 1955 the first ever Dutch literary award for translations – the Martinus Nijhoff award – was founded in honour of the memory of Dutch poet, critic and translator Martinus Nijhoff. In the first jury report from 1955, the jury states her objective:
The award is founded for those translations of poetry, dramatic work and narrative and reflective prose in and from Dutch that stand out because of their literary value. It is awarded yearly to a work that is chosen by the jury formed for that purpose; alternately, when possible, for a translation from a foreign language in Dutch and for a translation from Dutch into a foreign language.​[11]​ (Verstegen, 12)
The jury for the Nijhoff award always consists of authority figures in the Dutch literary field such as authors, literary scientists, translation scientists and translators. At least in the first few years of the award, the jury remarkably often awarded translators of poetry. Especially considering the proportion of translated prose and translated poetry in the literary field it is remarkable, to say the least, that in the period 1955-1962 only three out of the twelve awards were given in the first place for a prose translation. This seems to indicate that the jury has a higher regard for translators of poetry than of prose, but the jury does not comment in her reports on this noticeable preference. Oddly enough, in these early years of the award the jury does not give any general statement at all on her translation norms. According to Cees Koster in an article about the first forty years of the Nijhoff award, the decisive factors to grant the award are usually fidelity to the source text, enrichment of the target culture and a high quality translation (93). 
	In the years 1960-1962 the Nijhoff award went a few times to translators who translate from Dutch into another language. However, because the jury comments on general qualities of their translations and not necessarily on strategies commendable only for one specific language pair, those jury reports are still relevant for this thesis even when the awards are not for translations into Dutch.
	 
3.1.2.1	1960
In 1960 the Nijhoff prize was awarded to Francisco Carrasquer, a translator of Dutch poetry into Spanish. He was given the award in the first place for his devotion to make Dutch poetry available in the Spanish-speaking countries, but the decision of the jury is also founded on a textual critical examination of his translations by fellow jury member Dolf Verspoor (Prins Bernhard Fonds 1960, 3). According to the jury, Carrasquer was able to overcome “neigh insurmountable difficulties” by employing his “rare resourcefulness by using the Spanish idiom for the Dutch” and he “almost performs miracles” by changing the rhyme scheme that is so common in Dutch into a rhyme scheme common in Spanish poetry​[12]​ (3). His method of translation is “exemplary” (9). The comments by the jury suggest that Carrasquer applied a naturalizing method of translation for the rhyme scheme and idiom.  
	Verspoor’s report of his textual critical examination strengthens the idea that Carrasquer’s translations are naturalizing on the level of both linguistics and stylistics. One of the examples Verspoor gives to show Carrasquer’s skilful translation is his translation of the title of Nijhoff’s poem “Het Lied der Dwaze Bijen” which he translated with “Romance del enjambre loco” (Prins Bernhard Fonds 1960, 11). According to Verspoor, this translation is much better than a literal translation because even though the title means something different in the Spanish translation, the title feels “familiar” to the Spanish reader and more concise (11). Verspoor also praises Carrasquer’s choice to adapt the rhyme to one that is considered “more refined” in Spanish territories (11-12). Other examples from this particular translation indicate that it is re-creative on a linguistic level because Carrasquer interprets and concretizes, but Verspoor has only praise for the translator because these methods were used in his opinion to stay true to the intention of the author (12). 
	The impression that Carrasquer’s translation is both naturalizing and re-creative on a linguistic level, is strengthened by the translator’s own words in his acceptance speech:
Some translators only want to transfer the contents, the line of thought, without concerning themselves with the musical form or the music within, the rhythm and even less with the rhyme when it is present. (…) But only by doing just that it is my firm conviction that it is possible to achieve the ideal of every translator, which is that his text does not stand out as a translation, but that his translation reads as an original poem with the qualities of the original. In short: my aim was to reproduce in Spanish what the Dutch poets would have written had my language been theirs.​[13]​ (20)
Carrasquer’s preference for a retentive approach in respect to the stylistics of the author explains his sometimes naturalizing translation choices on a linguistic level, but his ultimate goal seems to be re-creation. The jury specifically applauds his linguistic naturalizations in their report but most of all the jury praises the end-product with its re-creative nature.

3.1.2.2	1961
1961 was the first year that an award was given to both a translation in Dutch as well as from Dutch. The jury felt this only appropriate since she noticed an increase in the number of translations from Dutch and at the same time an increase of high-quality translations in Dutch (Prins Bernhard Fonds 1961, 2). Gerda van Woudenberg received the Nijhoff award for her Italian anthology Poesia olandese contemporanea. Unfortunately, 1961 is also the year that the textual critical examination of the translation disappears from the jury report. Woudenberg’s skills of translation receive less attention in the jury report than her part in making Dutch poetry more visible in Italy. It seems that she receives the award in the first place for her role as mediator for Dutch literature in Italy due to her many articles on Dutch poetry, especially considering she was also aided in the making of Poesia olandese contemporanea by poet and Germanist Francesco Nicosia. The actual translation is barely discussed in the report. The jury mentions that rhyme is not maintained in the translation, which is not a problem for the jury when translating experimental poets, but it is considered a loss when translating other poets, one that is only partly compensated by maintaining the metre as far as possible (4). The jury adds: “the beautiful Italian is of great persuasiveness for the Italian reader” (4). These few discussed elements of the translation again seem to indicate preference for a naturalizing translation, at least on a stylistic level in terms of rhyme and probably on a linguistic level as well. What is more striking, however, is that the jury seems less interested in the quality of the translation than in the circulation and promotion of Dutch poetry abroad.
	The other laureate of 1961 is Evert Straat who was part of the jury of the Nijhoff award until 1960. Evert Straat translated prose and poetry from many different languages. He received the award specifically for his translations of Shakespeare’s comedy Love’s Labour’s Lost and two Greek tragedies by Euripides. All three translations were meant to be performed on stage. The jury praises Straat by saying his translations possess “the touch of a master” (Prins Bernhard Fonds 1961, 6). The jury has judged Straat’s translations according to the norm of fidelity to the original that he imposes on himself (6). His translations of the two Greek tragedies are meant to be read aloud and understood and the translations are in service to that goal (7). In order to achieve that goal, the metre is adapted to one that is more natural for speakers of the Dutch language (7). Other characteristics Straat maintained, according to the jury, are successions of sound en alliteration, which are both technical aids for audibility (8). For the chorus Straat did maintain the complex metre because he felt the form was inseparable from the meaning (8). On the Dutch language in the translation the jury adds: “The Dutch from the translation is fluent and varied, melodious, filled with subtle nuances, expressive syntax, surprising finds of expressions that saliently reflect the original”​[14]​ (8). It seems that Evert Straat successfully took a re-creative approach to translation in terms of both style and linguistics. Considering the translation was to be used on stage and audibility and intelligibility were two important characteristics to achieve that, Straat naturalized the stylistics of the original in order to create the desired effect for the translation. The jury has only praise for the result and can thus be said to agree with these translation norms. 

3.1.2.3	1962
In 1962 the Nijhoff award from translations from Dutch went to Ernest Roy Edwards for his translations of Dutch prose into English. According to the jury, Edwards has a broad interest and an extensive oeuvre, and all translations meet the principle Alexander Fraser Ttytler formulated in Essay on the Principles of Translation: “(…) that the translation should have all the ease of original composition” (qtd. in Prins Bernhard Fonds 1962, 10). Apparently it is important to the jury that prose translations should read as original works. It would seem only logical that they then favour modernizing and naturalizing translations. The jury also praises Edwards for his work method as a conscientious translator who “does not rest before even the smallest nuance is transferred equally into English”​[15]​ (10). This suggests that adequacy, at least on the level of content, is important to the jury.
	Adriaan Morriën received the Nijhoff award for his prose and poetry translations from French into Dutch. On his prose translations the jury only says he is able to present the reader with a “completely successful representation of the original”​[16]​ (jury, 12). On his poetry translations the jury commends Morriën’s ability to maintain rhythm and usually also metre, and that his translations hit the original atmosphere and the right Dutch expressions (jury, 12). The jury’s words seem to suggest a preference for retentive and adequate translations on the level of style. Unfortunately, both Edwards and Morriën do not discuss their translation norms in their speeches of thanks. 

One thing that is worth adding to the discussion of the translation norms for the Martinus Nijhoff award is that the jury seems to have some criticism towards the translations by Martinus Nijhoff as well. In De muze met de Januskop, a book on thirty years Nijhoff awards by writer and translator Peter Verstegen, Verstegen mentions that some members of the jury do not fully agree with the liberties that Nijhoff sometimes took when translating (12). Compensation is apparently frowned upon by the jury. In that light it is interesting to look at the following quote by jury member Evert Straat in a discussion on the qualities fidelity to the source text and enrichment of the target culture: “(…) ignoring foolish blunders, on essential points no less, in service to the always subjective judgement of ‘new beauty’ could not be our guideline”​[17]​ (qtd. in Verstegen, 26). Here Straat chooses the fidelity to the source text over enrichment of the target culture. In that respect it seems that re-creative strategies in which losses at one point are compensated at another moment are unacceptable in the eyes of the jury. However, the awards in 1960 and 1961 directly oppose this statement since the translations by those laureates are all of a re-creative nature.
	
3.1.3	The norms of Hans Edinga and J.F. Kliphuis
Both Hans Edinga and J.F. Kliphuis have not written or said much about their poetics and thoughts on translation. For Kliphuis, translating was his main profession. Up until 1963 he had an office job besides his work as a translator, but since 1963 he was a full-time translator. He also wrote a few books, two articles that were not about translation, and two radio plays. He did however give an interview in March 1963, to Hans Auer for the Dutch quality newspaper Het Parool. That interview is the only known source of Kliphuis’s views on translation:
A book has to read like it was written in Dutch, claims Kliphuis: “An expert should not be able to back-translate easily.” Because of this he does not belong to the group in the Netherlands who sees the most literal translation as the only correct one, because in his opinion the result is then mediocre or bad.​[18]​ (Auer, 9) 
This shows that Kliphuis aims for an acceptable translation rather than an adequate one. Since a translation in his opinion should read like it was written originally in Dutch, he is likely to use both naturalizing and modernizing strategies to produce a re-creative translation. This matches the results found in the translation comparison. In the interview Kliphuis also discusses the factor time, or rather lack thereof. Kliphuis translated an average of 30 novels a year, with a little help of his wife and son. At the time of the interview he has fifteen novels at home that all need to be completed within several months (Auer, 3). The pressure of time could be another incentive to choose an acceptable translation rather than an adequate one. Yet this does not necessarily mean that Kliphuis is a sloppy translator. In the interview Kliphuis gives many examples of times when his knowledge of a subject fell short and he searched and found experts in various subjects to help him understand and correctly translate every detail (Auer, 12). On the level of content it seems his aim is thus an adequate translation. 
Hans Edinga was not only a translator but also a poet, a writer and a journalist. It looks like he never once wrote about his translation norms, not even while he wrote literary reviews for Dutch weekly Elseviers Weekblad from 1958 to 1964. Even though he was already a translator in that period, he always reviewed the English novels and never the translations. He did however give one interview to Utrechtsch Nieuwsblad, also a Dutch quality newspaper, for an article that was published on 17 April 1969. One thing that stands out in the interview is Edinga’s passion for translation: “I really consider translating a creative labour. It is often a challenge. Not only do you have to search for the right equivalents in Dutch but also the colour, the total impression within the context”​[19]​ (Ten Zijthoff, 15). That last comment suggests that Edinga might have a more retentive approach towards translation than Kliphuis. Whereas Kliphuis’s main concern was to create a text that seems to be written originally in Dutch, Edinga only mentions his wish to maintain as much aspects of the source text as possible. However, the translation comparison showed that Edinga’s translations are even more re-creative than those by Kliphuis. Yet Edinga was probably under pressure of time as well. In the interview he says that he once translated five bestsellers in one summer, including To Kill a Mockingbird (Ten Zijthoff, 15). It is possible that the translation of To Kill a Mockingbird suffered from this pressure. 

3.2	Translation norms in the period 2009-2011
Translation is a much more discussed topic in the period 2009-2011 than it was in the early 1960s. In daily newspapers or weekly magazines in-depth reviews on the quality of a translation are still rare, but specialist media increases and is more accessible to the public than fifty years ago. Another development is the increased number of prizes for translators. The Martinus Nijhoff prize has long been the only translation award of importance, but since 2007 the Filter translation award is awarded yearly to the most striking translation and since 2005 the Dutch Foundation for Literature yearly awards translators as cultural mediators between languages and cultures. Then there is also the multitude of translation awards from or in specific language, but those will not be discussed here.
	In order to form a broad representation of the translation norms in the period 2009-2011, the same source types as for the period 1960-1962 will be used with a few differences, however. The new publications of Catch-22 and To Kill a Mockingbird have barely been reviewed in the media. All articles from the period 2009-2011 on the reissue of Catch-22 and the retranslation of Spaar de spotvogel unfortunately do not mention the quality of the translation. Most articles are only about the 50-year anniversary of both novels. Therefore three other translations that have received a lot of media attention will be discussed. These three translations have all received multiple reviews and will thus serve to form a general view of the translation norms of literary critics. Secondly, the jury reports for the above-mentioned translation prizes will be discussed. And finally, Dutch translators in the period 2009-2011 are more visible than translators from the early 1960s. Unfortunately Ko Kooman is not among them. No information can be found on Kooman, except the titles of the almost forty novels he has translated since 1982. Therefore nothing can be said on his external poetics. To compensate, the translation norms of other literary translators active in the period 2009-2011 will be discussed. In 2009 the Dutch literary magazine Tirade devoted an entire issue to literary translation in which many professional translators voiced their thoughts on the subject. 

3.2.1	Reviews
Translations are still rarely discussed in detail in the daily or weekly media. However, every once in a while the publication of a translation stirs up commotion and is discussed extensively in the media. Three such translations will be discussed here.

3.2.1.1	Madame Bovary
In 2009 translator Hans van Pinxteren revised his own translation from 1987 of Flaubert’s Madame Bovary and the new revision was published. Translator and critic Martin de Haan’s review on Dutch literary website deReactor led to a discussion between Van Pinxteren and De Haan about the revision. De Haan observes: “(…) my impression is that it’s mostly occasional corrections that do not affect the overall approach and are meant mostly to capture the meaning of a word better or to let a sentence run more naturally”​[20]​ (12). According to De Haan, the translation is an “incredibly beautiful” Dutch text, but in order to create that text Van Pinxteren has often changed the word order in sentences and the punctuation. As a result, Van Pinxteren has created beautiful Dutch sentences but they come at the cost of changes in emphasis and changes in the order of perception, a stylistic technique that is characteristic of Flaubert’s writing (De Haan, 13). However, De Haan does not think it is a bad translation. In fact, he calls the translation “nothing less than a twentieth-century Dutch classic”​[21]​ (18). In other words, Van Pinxteren used modernizing and naturalizing techniques in order to re-create a new autonomous Dutch text, which according to De Haan is a very successful translation.
	In an online reaction to the article, Van Pinxteren disagrees with De Haan’s method for discussing his revision. According to Van Pinxteren, De Haan only looks at the text on a linguistic level and overlooks the intentions of the author. Van Pinxteren believes that Flaubert’s high esthetical demands of his sentences surpass issues of syntax such as word order and punctuation (2). In his opinion, he has honoured the intention of the author by naturalizing and modernizing on the linguistic level. 
	Interestingly enough, both think it is a good translation but for different reasons. De Haan feels that even though Van Pinxteren has sacrificed stylistic aspects of the source text the translation is a beautiful text in its own right. Van Pinxteren on the other hand feels that precisely because of the deviation from the syntax of the source text he was able to honour the most important aspect of the text: the author’s intention. 

3.2.1.2	Tacitus
In 2010 a new translation of Tacitus’ Histories by Vincent Hunink was published. This translation received a great deal of attention in the press and not just the book itself but specifically the quality of the translation. In reviews by publisher Michael van Buizen, literary critic Pieter Steinz, classicist Piet Gerbrandy and author on mythology and classical literature Patrick de Rynck, Hunink is unanimously praised for his ability to transfer Tacitus’ concise style of writing into Dutch. Gerbrandy observes that, until recently, translators of classical literature had the tendency to translate in very exalted and inaccessible language. In the past few decades, however, he observes that publicists and translators alike take a more literary approach to the translation of the great classical texts (Gerbrandy, 4). In his opinion, Hunink’s Tacitus is a masterpiece (Gerbrandy, 8).
	De Rynck mentions that Tacitus is renowned among classicists for his style of writing. He claims that Tacitus is usually read more for esthetical purposes than historical ones (5). He says that most translators tend to normalise Tacitus’ language in Dutch by adding verbs and conjunctions and thus making the Dutch translation more explicit (7). Hunink on the other hand does no such thing and tried to make the translation as concise as possible. According to De Rynck, Hunink succeeds in his attempt to re-create Tacitus’ style in the Dutch translation, but he feels that because of the stylistic differences between Dutch and Latin, the effect on the reader is still different. You could say that, in his opinion, the retentive approach to Tacitus’ style has led to the re-creation of the entire text. 
	Steinz’ review also features an interview with Hunink on his translation methods in which Hunink explains why a retranslation of Histories was necessary. In his opinion, the 1959 translation by J.W. Meijer was too old: “his Dutch is no longer the language we speak, let alone write”​[22]​ (qtd. in Steinz, 6). The other problem with the translation according to Hunink was that Meijer had written the translation in full and imposing sentences, instead of the concise style for which Tacitus is known. Hunink took a different approach for his translation: “Ancient classic texts should be read in their original form but presented in today’s language, including the tools that are not there in the handwritings: punctuation, different paragraphs, headers, an introduction and an index”​[23]​ (qtd. in Steinz, 12). This leads to the conclusion that linguistically speaking he has modernized but exoticized, but stylistically speaking he has modernized and naturalized. One thing that is beyond question is that he has always kept his audience in mind while translating, as he indicates in the interview, which leads to the conclusion that acceptability is more important to him than adequacy.

3.2.1.3	The Year 4338
In 2011 something unusual happened in Dutch literature. The nineteenth-century Russian author Odojevski had never been translated into Dutch, until his novel The Year 4338 was suddenly translated not once but twice by two different translators for two different publishers who both did not know the other was translating the novel as well. Unfortunately, detailed reviews of the differences of the two translations are yet to be written, but the translations did receive much attention in the Dutch press. In a review by Sebastiaan Kort, for example, one of the involved publishing companies, Pegasus, says their translator Willem Weststeijn has stayed closer to the original text than the other translator Aai Prins, because in the Pegasus edition the original text is printed alongside the translation (Kort, 4). Peter Jacobs agrees that Weststeijn’s translation is more suitable for specialists because it can easily be compared with the original text, but he adds: “fortunately for the average reader both are a smooth read”​[24]​ (9). Sjeng Scheijen expresses his preference for the translation by Prins “who is more successful at finding an equivalent for Odojevski’s affected language and peculiar neologisms”​[25]​ (3). Unfortunately he does not elaborate on this statement so we have no way of knowing more about his notion of equivalence. 
	Journalist and literary critic Mirjam Noorduijn is the only one who elaborates on the differences between the two translations. According to Noorduijn, Weststeijn focused on language in his translation and stayed close to the original text (2). This leads to think Weststeijn chose a retentive translation strategy. However, in the following paragraph Noorduijn says Weststeijn’s translation is a more “smooth” read and substantiates this by giving examples where Prins chose for rather archaic language whereas Weststeijn used more modern language (3). So Prins chose a historicizing approach and Weststeijn a modernizing approach which usually leads to a re-creative translation instead of a retentive translation. What is important though, is that the reviews show that a “smooth read” by means of modernization is a valued quality of a translation for these reviewers. Again, this falls under the classification of an acceptable translation. 

3.2.2	Translation awards
In the period 2009-2011 the most important awards for literary translation were the Filter translation award, the prizes awarded by the Dutch Foundation for Literature and of course the Martinus Nijhoff prize. There are also many more awards for translations from or in a specific language but those will not be discussed here.

3.2.2.1	Filter translation award
Each year this award goes to the most remarkable Dutch translation of the year. One thing that immediately stands out in the jury reports is how often the word “daring” is used. In 2009 the prize was awarded to Hans Boland for his translation of Dostojevski’s Bjesy. The jury applauded the daring and creativity of his translation, the accessibility for modern readers while maintaining the historical character of the text and the stylistic and linguistic variation of the translation (Filter Vertaalprijs 2009, 3). They conclude: “The daring of the translator and his command of the Dutch language have created a work that is an enrichment for Dutch literature”​[26]​ (4). 
	In 2010 the award went to a translation from Kant’s Kritik der Urteilskraft by Jabik Veenbaas and Willem Visser. The jury comments that the text is one of the most complex philosophical works and that the translation is an enrichment for the Dutch language (Filter Vertaalprijs 2010, 3). The jury observes that the translators attempt to overcome not just the distance to the reader in terms of abstract language but also the historic distance, and with their translation they succeed at that endeavour. The goal of the translators was to remain faithful to the original text while achieving clarity and accessibility (4). 
	In 2011 the award again went to a translation of a historic text in modern Dutch. This year Jan Kuijper received the award for his translation of medieval Dutch poetry by Hadewijch. In the jury’s words: “His translation is in no way subservient. Its main goal is to let Hadewijch’s texts speak in modern Dutch”​[27]​ (Filter Vertaalprijs 2011, 3). Kuijper’s first priority was in maintaining the rhyme and the possibility to sing the text and only in the third place to preserve the meaning of the text. So again the award went to a translation in which emphasis is placed on acceptability or re-creation rather than adequacy or retention. 
Each year the ability to modernize while remaining faithful to the original text is applauded. Most of all though, the jury commends translations that are enriching to the Dutch language for their creativity, variation and daring. 

3.2.2.2	The Dutch Foundation for Literature
From 2005 up until 2009 the Dutch Foundation for Literature has yearly awarded two translators for the quality and diversity of their translations and for their initiative and creativity. In 2009 the translators who received this award were Nelleke van Maaren “for her exceptional merit, daring and commitment” (Vertaalprijs 2009, 3) and Karol Lesman “for his devotion, his initiative and his daring” (Vertaalprijs 2009, 3). In Van Maaren’s laudatio the jury commends the high quality of her work and her ability to handle difficult projects (Vertaalprijs 2009, 4). They also applaud her skill to explain why she makes certain translation choices for which a representative example is given. From the example it seems that she does not prefer literal translations but rather seeks solutions that are true to the author’s intentions instead of only to the literal meaning (Vertaalprijs 2009, 5). This leads to think that on a linguistic level she favours re-creative translation solutions over retentive translations. It seems that Karol Lesman’s translation norms differ slightly those of Van Maaren. According to the jury, Karol Lesman is a translator who does not necessarily strive for “a good read”, if the original text does not read smoothly then neither should the translation (Vertaalprijs 2009, 6). In the jury’s words, he takes a very pure and precise approach to translation (Vertaalprijs 2009, 6). This leads to think that he has a very retentive strategy for handling translation problems for both the author’s intentions as well as on a linguistic level. 
	Since 2010 the Dutch Foudation For Literature awards three translation prizes each year: one to a Dutch translator of literature, one to a Dutch translator of non-fiction and one to a translator who has helped to spread Dutch literature abroad. The last category is irrelevant for this thesis since it does not concern Dutch translation norms on an operational level. Mariolein Sabarte Belacortu was awarded the translation prize for literature. The jury applauds the high literary quality, diversity and scope of her body of work (Nederlands Letterenfonds Prijs 2010, 1). Unfortunately the jury does not discuss her translation norms or methods in detail. They give one example of an exquisite translation in which she is able to transfer “the poetic eloquence” of the poet Juarroz into Dutch (Nederlands Letterenfonds Prijs 2010, 5). Hans Driessen was awarded the non-fiction prize in 2010. The jury expresses their joy for having a translator for some indispensible philosophical works who was able to turn these works “soundly, sharply and impassionately into Dutch”​[28]​ (Nederlands Letterenfonds Prijs 2010, 3). They also applaud the “clarity and schwung” of Driessen’s style of translation (Nederlands Letterenfonds Prijs 2010, 3).
	In 2011 the translation prize for literary translation into Dutch went to Bartho Kriek. Kriek has translated many difficult texts “skilfully and fluently” (Nederlands Letterenfonds Prijs 2011, 3). One of those difficult novels is Faulkner’s The Sound and the Fury, which translation was praised amongst others for its accessibility (Nederlands Letterenfonds Prijs 2011, 6). The jury also observes that he is not a scared translator, but in this case the jury seems to refer to bravery in his choice of complex novels to translate instead of bravery in his translation norms (Nederlands Letterenfonds Prijs 2011,7). The other laureate of the year was Vincent Hunink who translated amongst others the above-mentioned Historiën by Tacitus. “For twenty years or so he has been making texts from the antiquity accessible to modern Dutch readers,”​[29]​ according to the jury (Nederlands Letterenfonds Prijs 2011, 1). The jury commends his ability for convincingly blending modern idiomatic expressions with old-fashioned language. Even though not all classicists wholeheartedly agree with Hunink’s choice of popular language, his accurate representation of the content of the texts is never up for discussion (Nederlands Letterenfonds Prijs 2011, 3). The jury also explicitly mention Hunink’s translation of Tacitus and applaud his ability to transfer Tacitus’s style of writing in Dutch (Nederlands Letterenfonds Prijs 2011, 5).
	It is unfortunate that the jury reports and laudations do not discuss in detail the translation norms or methods of the prize winners. However it does seem that the jury favours translators who are able to convincingly represent the author’s intentions in modern Dutch. It seems that retentive strategies are favoured in terms of the author’s intentions and that exoticizing on a linguistic level is encouraged, as becomes clear from the lauratios for Karol Lesman and Vincent Hunink. On the other hand, modernization is also often mentioned as a positive aspect of a translation.

3.2.2.3	Martinus Nijhoff award
In 2009 the Martinus Nijhoff award was awarded to Marja Wiebes. The jury praises her translation method: “She stays close to the original text, does not allow herself unnecessary liberties, but is able to transfer the sometimes difficult and ‘heavy’, Russian text filled with participles into exceedingly smooth Dutch”​[30]​ (Juryrapport Martinus Nijhoff Prijs 2009, 2). The jury mentions several times how she is able to stay close to the original text and finds brilliant solutions to solve syntactic difficulties in Dutch (Juryrapport Martinus Nijhoff Prijs 2009, 2). The jury also explicitly mention her poetry translations on which they comment: “if you didn’t know they were translations you would immediately assume they are original poems”​[31]​ (Juryrapport Martinus Nijhoff Prijs 2009, 3). Especially this last comment is interesting and shows that the jury of the Martinus Nijhoff award is most concerned with the norms of the target culture, in Toury’s terms: an acceptable translation.
	Riet de Jong-Goossens received the prize in 2010 for her translations from South-African. The jury praises her vigour in finding the best possible way to translate the source text (Juryrapport Martinus Nijhoff Prijs 2010, 1). Again and again she is able to capture the authentic tone of the source text and to transfer this in a beautiful Dutch text (Juryrapport Martinus Nijhoff Prijs 2010, 5). Unfortunately the jury report does not give detailed clues into her translation methods or norms.
	The Nijhoff prize was awarded to Piet Schrijvers in 2011 for his translations from Latin. The jury says he treats his classic sources with respect without following them slavishly (Juryrapport Martinus Nijhoff Prijs 2011, 2). According to the jury, he tries to make the texts accessible to the modern reader while searching for solutions with which he can honour the beauty of the original (Juryrapport Martinus Nijhoff Prijs 2011, 2). Of one particular poetry translation by Schrijvers, the jury rejoices that the translations can be recited so well that you can forget it is a translation (Juryrapport Martinus Nijhoff Prijs 2011, 5).
	From the jury reports it becomes clear that a translation that is convincing as a Dutch text is an important quality. In that respect it seems that they favour an acceptable translation over an adequate translation since they seem more concerned with the norms of the target culture than the source culture. In Holmes’s terms it seems they favour at least modernizing but their position on naturalizing or exoticizing is still unclear. 
	 
3.2.3	The norms of translators
In 2009 Dutch literary magazine Tirade devoted an entire issue to translation and translators. A questionnaire was sent to twenty-six professional literary translators​[32]​ and their answers were collected and discussed in an article. The translators voice their thoughts on mistakes and clever finds, translation problems and solutions, translation prizes, good translators, overrated translators, the visibility of the translator and more. In the part about translation mistakes and clever finds, for example, long-time literary translator and winner of the Nijhoff prize in 1975 Barber van de Pol says that a translator continuously finds clever solutions to translation problems because of the freedom a translator must take when translating. She thinks a certain sloppiness is favourable in a translator because it allows for a more creative mind, which in the end helps you see more, even though you inevitably lose out at other points (Tirade, 21). This suggests that she prefers an acceptable or re-creative translation over an adequate or retentive one.
An interesting point is raised when the translators are asked about their finest translation solutions. Most translators answer that by giving an example where they did not follow the text semantically but sought their answer rather in the context (Tirade, 22), the style of the text (Tirade, 23) or in compensation. Polish translator Esselien ‘t Hart gives an example of one of her favourite translation finds, which is a word play that was not possible in the Polish source text but it was possible in the Dutch target text (Tirade, 25). She is another example of a translator in favour of re-creation. 
	In a special online addition to the magazine, the respondents answer whether or not a translator is permitted to make the translation better or more beautiful than the original text and if a translator should smooth out peculiarities of the source text. “Never! Over my dead body!”​[33]​ answers Wilfred Oranje (Keuzes en verleidingen, 1). The translators rightfully make a distinction between evident mistakes in the ST – which may be corrected – and stylistically weak passages or texts – which should never be improved or beautified (Keuzes en verleidingen, 2). A few translators say that stylistically weak novels or books should simply not be translated (Keuzes en verleidingen, 4-6). Edgar de Bruin says that improving a passage can be allowed as compensation for a loss in another part of the text to create a balance within the book in terms of equivalence to the source text: 
The end result and the effect on the reader are what matters. So within certain boundaries I permit myself some liberties, but improving a text should not be your goal (..) and who is to say that when I improve something, everyone will think it better? It is a matter of taste.​[34]​ (Keuzes en verleidingen, 6). 
Hans van Pinxteren agrees that compensation is a permitted method of translation: “Because equivalence can often not be established in the same place, you should, when you have the opportunity to do so, compensate for that loss in the surrounding text”​[35]​ (Keuzes en verleidingen, 7). These answers are difficult to express in Holmes’ terms, because the goal of the translators is to create an autonomous text which is the best possible equivalent of a ST in another language. You could say then that the goal of translation in that case is re-creation. On the other hand it can also be called retention because in the translator attempts to conserve the effect that the ST has on the reader. Rokus Hofstede is more outspoken on this subject when he says: “any good translation is a rewrite, a reproduction, a subversion”​[36]​ (Keuzes en verleidingen, 8). Theo Kars, on the other hand says: “I think a translator is the servant of the author whose work he is translating. He should never strive to know better than his master”​[37]​ (Keuzes en verleidingen, 12). 
	Finally, when the question is asked how translators handle stylistic, or rather cultural, peculiarities, the answers are often in favour of solutions which have a naturalizing effect. It should be said that the examples given in the text are of translation problems from exotic languages and cultures where linguistic differences between the source and target language can often only or best be solved in the opinions of the translators by naturalizing to reach a somewhat equivalent effect on the reader of the translation. For example, Roel Schuyt says in Albanese or Serbo-Croatian texts you can deduce from the use of language if someone is Muslim or not, for which there are simply no linguistic tools in Dutch. In those cases he chose to weaken the effect by naturalizing (Keuzes en verleidingen, 13). Edgar de Bruin gives an example of difficulties when translating from Czech that vernacular language is used much more often in Czech. In Dutch there are only a limited number of ways to create a resembling effect. He says: 
Anyway, when you translate you have to keep in mind that your translations are meant for Dutch readers. I have no problem with adding a fitting, explanatory clause in Dutch, for example when terms or names in the text do not mean anything to the Dutch reader but do play an important role in the concept of the book.​[38]​ (Keuzes en verleidingen, 16) 
Strangely, Theo Kars, who decidedly stated that a translator should not attempt to improve his “master” has no problem intervening linguistically in texts by splitting up long sentences in Dutch (Keuzes en verleidingen, 19).
	From the answers a general but not conclusive preference can be discovered for translation methods that are naturalizing, modernizing and thus re-creative. In the eyes of many professional translators, by applying these translation methods you are most faithful to the meaning and effect of the source text. In Toury’s terms this would be considered an acceptable translation since, even though the goal is to respect and adequately represent the source text, the focus lies on creating a text for the target culture.

3.3	Changed norms
In the period 1960-1962, it seems that the most important quality of a translation according to the mediators who were discussed here is the quality of the target language. All reviewers only mentioned the target language in their brief comments on translations, which leads to the conclusion that for a reviewer, a translation is successful when it reads like an original work. The jury of the Nijhoff award also repeatedly mentioned the target language and seems to favour a naturalizing approach. Kliphuis even explicitly states his translation objective that a translation should read like it was written originally in Dutch. It can thus be concluded that all mediators prefer naturalizing translations. The degree of adequacy in terms of content or style is not even mentioned by the reviewers. A translation is successful as long as the translation reads smoothly, which leads to the conclusion that acceptability is more important than adequacy. This is shown most vividly by the review in the Friese Koerier on 14 June 1968 of a translation by Kliphuis in which the reviewer found the Dutch “cripple” in the translation, even though the reviewer mentions that this is also the style of the original author.
The jury of the Nijhoff award, on the other hand, is concerned with content and it should be adequately translated according to them. The jury also shows a concern for adequate translations in terms of the author’s intentions. However, since they give so many examples of naturalizing translation solutions it seems as if naturalization is the preferred manner of honouring the style of the author. Both Kliphuis and Edinga as well seem inclined to retain both the style and the author’s intention. However, since Kliphuis explicitly states that his main goal is to create a Dutch text that reads like an original work and Edinga only mentions his wish to transfer not only content but also colour and context, it suggests that Edinga might translate more conservatively or retentively than Kliphuis. 
In the period 2009-2011, the author’s intention is probably the most named aspect that resurfaces in almost every article. In that respect translators, critics and jury’s are unanimous in favouring a retentive approach in translation. However, the opinions on how to best honour the author’s intention differ greatly, as was most notable in the discussion between De Haan and Van Pinxteren. On a linguistic level there seems to be a convincing tendency for modernizing and slightly less obviously for naturalizing. Both are qualities of an overall re-creative translation strategy. However, exoticizing to retain the style of the author is preferred by many mediators, which Hunink’s translation of Histories shows clearly. In almost all reviews and in the jury report of the Dutch Foundation for Literature he is praised for his ability to transfer the style of Tacitus into Dutch, exotic as his style of writing may be. Finally, it seems that most mediators ultimately judge a translation from the point of view of the target culture rather than the source culture. The jury from the Nijhoff prize shows this most clearly by praising translators who are able to make their readers forget they are reading a translation which leads to the conclusion that an acceptable translation is favoured over an adequate translation in 2009-2011.
It seems that in both periods a smooth reading Dutch text is the most important norm for a translation. However, it also seems as if in the 1960s a more re-creative approach can be adopted by the translator to create such a text. The main concern in most of the sources from the 1960s is creating a quality target language text. The jury of the Nijhoff award commends many naturalizing translation solutions and a translation by Kliphuis receives a negative review for having a “cripple” style, even though that is also the style of the original. Naturalization is favoured by nearly all mediators.





In the next two chapters the translation and revision of Catch-22 and the translation and retranslation of To Kill a Mockingbird will be discussed in order to see how the dominant translation norms in the periods 1960-1962 and 2009-2011 are present in (re)translations from those periods. First off, an overview for the editions of the translated novels will be presented. For both case-studies the aspects syntax, lexicon, foreign elements and overall tone will be discussed. 

4.1	The editions of the novel












In this chapter the original translation by J.F. Kliphuis as printed in the 1978 edition by Luiting will be discussed in detail. The text from this edition will be compared to the revised translation as printed in the 2011 anniversary edition. For the comparison, examples will be used from two different chapters of the novel: chapters 1 and 5.

4.2	Syntax 
Kliphuis made many changes to the syntax in his translation. Most of these changes do not have serious effects on meaning and usually not even on style. However, in the revision, many of these syntactical changes in the translation have been reversed to the phrase structure from the source text. A few examples:

Kliphuis 2011	Kliphuis 1961	Heller 1955
Ze leken geïrriteerd wanneer hij zei dat daarin absoluut geen verandering was gekomen. (7)	Als hij zei dat daarin absoluut geen verandering was gekomen, scheen dat hun te ergeren. (7)	They seemed irritated when he told them it was exactly the same. (13)
Alle officieren die bij hem op de zaal lagen, moesten de brieven censureren die waren geschreven door de manschappen, die op andere zalen lagen. (8)	Alle officieren die bij hem op de zaal lagen, moesten meehelpen met het censureren van de brieven die door de op andere zalen liggende manschappen werden geschreven. (8) 	All the officer patients in the ward were forced to censor letters written by all the enlisted-men patients, who were kept in residence in wards of their own. (14)
De ene dag was zijn leuze: weg met alle bepalingen en dan streepte hij in iedere brief die hij censureerde alle bijvoeglijke naamwoorden en bijwoorden door. (8)	De ene dag was zijn leuze: Weg met alle bepalingen en dan streepte hij alle bijvoeglijke naamwoorden en bijwoorden door in iedere brief die hij censureerde. (8)	Death to all modifiers, he declared one day, and out of every letter that passed through his hands went every adverb and every adjective. (14)

Most of the times when Kliphuis diverged from the source text, for example by using inversion which sometimes results in a change of emphasis, this is adjusted in the revised translation by following the phrase structure of the source text. However, in the third example the phrase “in iedere brief die hij censureerde” is brought forward again in the revision to resemble the structure of the source text, but Kliphuis also inverted the beginning of the sentence and that part is left untouched in the revision. It is odd that the inversion of the beginning of example three is not changed in the revision because it has resulted in a loss of humour, whereas many other syntactical shifts have been changed even though they did not affect the target text as much.
There are also other differences between the original translation and the revision on a syntactical level, for example: passive sentences have sometimes been made more active and lengthy sentences have been made more concise. 
Kliphuis 2011	Kliphuis 1961	Heller 1955
Hij kon het gezelschap van zijn tentgenoot niet verdragen. (45)	Het gezelschap van zijn tentgenoot was hem onverdraaglijk. (40)	He could not bear the company of his room-mate. (51)
Doc Daneeka hinnikte kort en was al spoedig geheel verdiept in zijn eigen problemen, waaronder Chief White Halfoat, die hem al de hele morgen wilde uitdagen voor een partijtje Indiaans worstelen, en Yossarian, die ter plekke besloot gek te worden. (47)	Doc Daneeka hinnikte kort en was al spoedig geheel verdiept in zijn eigen problemen, waartoe hij het aanbod van Chief White Halfoat rekende, die hem al de hele morgen wilde verleiden tot een partijtje Indiaans worstelen en ook Yossarians plotselinge inval om, als het zo niet ging, dan maar gek te worden. (42)	Doc Daneeka snickered once and was soon immersed in problems of his own, which included Chief White Halfoat, who had been challenging him all that morning to Indian wrestle, and Yossarian, who decided right then and there to go crazy. (53)

In the first example Kliphuis translated an active sentence from the source text with a passive sentence. The revised sentence is made active again, which results in a sentence both closer to the source text and also more modern. In the second example Kliphuis translated the sentence quite lengthily but this has been revised to a more concise sentence in the revision. The revised sentence is also closer to the structure of the source text. These two examples again show that the revision is closer to the source text than the original translation. Additionally, they show that the revision is more modern than the original translation because active and concise sentences are both characteristic of a modern style. However, it is difficult to say based on just these examples if modernization was the goal of the revision or simply a more retentive translation. 
In the revision, most changes to the syntax led to a target text that is closer to the source text than the original translation in terms of phrase structure. Therefore the revised translation can be said to be more retentive and the original translation more re-creative on a syntactical level. The revision also seems to be modernizing on a syntactical level whereas the original translation seems neither historicizing nor modernizing. 

4.3	Lexicon
Not only the phrase structure has been revised at times, but small changes have also been made to the lexicon:

Kliphuis 2011	Kliphuis 1961	Heller 1955
ijskoud (8) 	ijsgekoeld (7)	chilled (13)
Op de brieven die hij wel las (9)	Op de gelezene (8) 	On the ones he did read (14)
een paar keer (12)	een paar maal (12)	a few times (18)
ongeveer (14)	circa (12)	about (19)
oplichter (44-5)	eigenwijze bliksem (40)	wise guy (50)

These are all small lexical changes but they are all examples where outdated words have been changed for more modern words. Together with the examples from the previous paragraph, this shows that the revision is indeed more modernizing. The original translation by Kliphuis is neither historicizing nor modernizing but that is because the source text and target text have been written in the same period.

4.4	Foreign elements
On a socio-cultural level it is interesting to look at how the translation and revision handle foreign elements. In Catch-22 these are mostly military terms. 

Kliphuis 2011	Kliphuis 1961	Heller 1955
Hij ontving elke dag bezoek van een vriendelijke vrouw met een lief gezicht en krullend asblond haar. Ze was geen verpleegster en geen Milva, ze behoorde niet tot het Rode-kruispersoneel (…). (15)	Hij ontving elke dag bezoek van een vriendelijke vrouw met een innemend gelaat en krullend asblond haar. Ze was geen Wac, ze behoorde niet tot het Rode-Kruispersoneel (…). (14)	(…) who was visited every day by a gentle, sweet-faced woman with curly ash blond hair who was not a nurse and not a Wac and not a Red Cross girl (…). (21)
Ik had s-5. (43)	Nu deugde ik totaal niet voor de militaire dienst. (39)	I was Four-F. (49)

In the first example, Kliphuis adopted the term “Wac,” short for “Women’s Army Corps,” which is an exoticizing solution. In the revision a more naturalizing solution is chosen by replacing Wac with the Dutch version of the Women’s Army Corps, “Milva.” The second example concerns “Four-F,” a classification of the Selective Service System of the American military. Classification Four-F means that a person is unfit for military service due to physical, mental or moral standards. In the original translation this problem has been skirted by explaining that the character was unfit for the military. This is a form of naturalization. In the revision Four-F is replaced with a Dutch classification for military service, “s-5.” It is not an equivalent, however, because “s-5” means that you are unfit for military service due to mental instability. The examples show that Kliphuis both exoticized and naturalized foreign elements whereas they are both naturalized in the revision. 
	However, the most famous passage of the novel about a foreign element, the passage about “Catch-22,” is naturalized by Kliphuis and exoticized in the revision. 

Kliphuis 2011	Kliphuis 1961	Heller 1955
‘Bedoel je dat ze daartegen een maatregel hebben getroffen, een of andere catch?’‘Natuurlijk is er een catch,’ antwoordde Doc Daneeka. ‘Catch-22. Iemand die geen gevechtsmissies meer wil vliegen, is zo gek nog niet.’ (48)	‘Bedoel je dat ze daar een maatregel tegen hebben getroffen?’‘Natuurlijk hebben ze een maatregel getroffen,’ antwoordde Doc Daneeka. ‘§22. Iemand die geen gevechtsmissies meer wil vliegen, is nog zo gek niet.’ (43)	“You mean there’s a catch?”“Sure there’s a catch,” Doc Daneeka replied. “Catch-22. Anyone who wants to get out of combat duty isn’t really crazy.” (54)

Kliphuis chose a naturalizing solution, perhaps because he felt that the word “catch” could be confusing to the Dutch readers. In the revision a more exoticizing solution was chosen by retaining “catch-22” while keeping Kliphuis’ original translation “maatregel” by way of explanation. Interestingly, the title of the 1978 Luiting version was already changed to Catch-22 (paragraaf 22) even though it still contains Kliphuis’ 1961 translation. The successful 1970 film version of the novel is probably the reason why the publishing house wanted to give the translation the better-known title Catch-22 instead of Paragraaf 22. 
	From these three examples it seems that both the original translation and the revision favour naturalizing solutions. Kliphuis only exoticized in the first example. However, it is also possible that he simply did not know what a “Wac,” which is very likely since information resources were less accessible in the 1960s. In the revision only the last example is partly exoticizing. It thus seems that in both periods naturalization is the norm for handling foreign elements.

4.5	Tone
One aspect of the tone of the source text is that the language can be considered indecent at times. Sometimes coarse language is used but most of all there are many references to sex and perhaps also to homosexuality, for example: 

Kliphuis 2011	Kliphuis 1961	Heller 1955
De eerste keer dat Yossarian de legerpredikant zag, vond hij hem al fantastisch. (7)	De eerste maal dat Yossarian de legerpredikant zag, vond hij hem al geweldig. (7)	The first time Yossarian saw the chaplain he fell madly in love with him. (13)
De kolonel was fantastisch. (15)	De kolonel was fantastisch. (14)	The colonel was gorgeous. (21)

The first example is the second sentence of the novel and intrigues the reader because of the daring statement, especially considering the time the novel was written. The Dutch translation is more neutral and also less intriguing. In both examples, Kliphuis has erased all possible references to homosexuality. Whether or not it is a correct interpretation is not up for discussion here, but the interpretation is no longer possible in the translation or in the revision. It is also interesting to see that the key word “geweldig” in the first example has in fact been changed in the revision but only to the equally neutral word “fantastisch”. 
References to sex have also been neutralized in the original translation as well as other coarse language.
Kliphuis 2011	Kliphuis 1961	Heller 1955
(…) zodat ze teleurgesteld lauwe koffie dronken en nog wat pogingen deden om de verpleegsters te naaien. (12)	(…) zodat ze teleurgesteld lauwe koffie dronken en nog wat pogingen deden de verpleegsters te verleiden. (11)	(…) and there was nothing for the disappointed firemen to do but drink tepid coffee and hang around trying to screw the nurses. (17)
‘Oplichter die je bent!’ riep hij en hij gaf me zo’n stomp dat ik met een smak op mijn kont terechtkwam. (44-5)	‘Eigenwijze bliksem die je bent!’ riep hij en hij gaf me zo’n stomp dat ik met een smak terugviel in mijn stoel. (40)	‘What are you, a wise guy?’ he said, and knocked me flat on my ass. (50)

 It is interesting to see that in the first example “to screw the nurses” has been replaced with a euphemism in the translation. In the revision however, the phrase was replaced by a more explicit one that is closer to the original. In the second example the coarse phrase “flat on my ass” has also been replaced with a euphemism in the original translation and in the revision this has again been undone.
These are all examples where shifts are likely to have occurred due to moral considerations and are thus reflective of the socio-cultural norms of the early 1960s. It is particularly interesting to see that nearly all deviations in the original translation due to socio-cultural reasons have been corrected, which leads to the conclusion that the 2010s are more accepting of coarse language in literature than the 1960s. When it comes to coarse language as an aspect of tone, it is therefore possible to say that Kliphuis has adopted a re-creative approach to the translation, probably due to socio-cultural reasons. The revised translation is again noticeably more retentive than the original translation.

4.6	Translation norms
Overall, the original translation by J.F. Kliphuis seems to be re-creative, mainly because of the changes he made to the phrase structure of the text and because he weakened the at times coarse tone. Not much can be said on a lexical level but Kliphuis seems to handle foreign elements preferably by naturalization. 
The revised translation is for the most part more retentive than the original translation. Many changes resulted in a translation that is closer to the source text. However, the revision is also modernizing on a lexical and syntactical level and naturalizing towards foreign elements. These are both characteristics of a re-creative translation. Yet the observation that even the syntactical modernization of the revision has led to a version closer to the source text than the original translation leads to the conclusion that overall the revision is more retentive than the original translation. 
5.	To Kill a Mockingbird

Same as for the case-study of Catch-22, the aspects syntax, lexicon, the handling of foreign elements and the overall tone in the translation and retranslation of To Kill a Mockingbird will be discussed. Additionally, the translation of the distinct Southern accent will be covered because it stood out specifically during the translation comparison. First of all though, an overview of the editions of the translated novel will be presented. 

5.1	The editions of the novel








In 2010 To Kill a Mockingbird was chosen to be printed as a Ulysses Classic, a series by publishing house De Bezige Bij. A new translation was made for the occasion by Ko Kooman, a translator who has translated close to forty novels since the early eighties. This edition has not yet been reprinted. 
	For the discussion of the translations by Hans Edinga and Ko Kooman, examples have been taken from two chapters of the novel: the first chapter and chapter 24. 

5.2	Syntax 
On the level of sentence structure, the first thing that stands out is the difference in length between the two translations. These are the first two sentences of the novel:

Kooman 2010	Edinga 1961	Lee 1960
Toen hij bijna dertien was, liep mijn broertje Jem een lelijke botbreuk op aan zijn elleboog. Nadat de breuk hersteld was en Jems angst dat hij nooit meer football zou kunnen spelen was gestild, dacht hij er nog maar zelden aan. (15)	Toen hij bijna dertien jaar was, brak mijn broer Jem zijn linkerarm, bij de elleboog. Het was een lelijke breuk, maar toen de arm genezen was en bleek dat Jem niet hoefde te vrezen dat hij nooit meer zou kunnen voetballen, trok hij zich nog slecht zelden iets van de gevolgen van het ongeluk aan. (5)	When he was nearly thirteen, my brother Jem got his arm badly broken at the elbow. When it healed, and Jem’s fears of never being able to play football were assuaged, he was seldom self-conscious about his injury. (3) 

The length of Edinga’s translation is surprising. He needed 55 words where Lee needed only 38 and Kooman 41. It is not unusual for Dutch translations to be longer than English texts, but almost 50% extra words are uncommon. Most of those extra words are the result of Edinga’s lengthy method of translation – for example when he translated “he was seldom self-conscious about his injury” with “trok hij zich slechts zelden iets van de gevolgen van het ongeluk aan” – but sometimes he also added words that have no equivalent in the source text – for example “jaar” or “linker-” when the source text did not mention which arm is concerned. The example above also shows that Edinga made another major change in the sentence structure. He took the word “badly” out of the opening sentence and translated it in the second sentence with “Het was een lelijke breuk, maar.” This not only changes the relation between the first and second sentence but also places more emphasis on the seriousness of the injury. Kooman on the other hand followed the phrase structure of the source text much more closely. The length of his translation is also much closer to that of the source text.
Another example where Edinga changed the phrase structure in the translation is this:
Kooman 2010	Edinga 1961	Lee 1960
Op een avond, in een baldadige bui, reden de jongens in een geleende rammelkast achteruit om het plein, verzetten zich tegen arrestatie door meneer Conner, de bejaarde gerechtsdienaar van Maycomb, en sloten hem op in de buitenplee van het gerechtsgebouw. (25)	Op een avond, nadat de jongens in een bijzonder uitgelaten stemming in een geleende oude auto almaar achteruit over het plein hadden gereden, verzetten zij zich toen Conner, de ouwe getrouwe diender van Maycomb, hen trachtte te arresteren en sloten zij de man in een der bijgebouwen van de rechtbank op. (13)	One night, in an excessive spurt of high spirits, the boys backed around the square in a borrowed flivver, resisted arrest by Maycomb’s ancient beadle, Mr. Conner, and locked him in the courthouse outhouse. (12)

By making one part of the main clause into a subordinate clause, Edinga emphasized the resist of arrest instead of emphasizing all events of the evening equally. So a (perhaps unintended) side-effect of this syntactical change is that the meaning of the sentence also changed. In Kooman’s translation, the only change in phrase structure is that he translated “meneer Conner, de bejaarde gerechtsdienaar” for “Maycomb’s ancient beadle, Mr. Conner,” which is only a minor change in word order.
	Another way of changing the sentence structure is by splitting up and merging sentences. Both Edinga and Kooman applied this method of translation, although Edinga used it much more frequently than Kooman. A few examples:

Kooman 2010	Edinga 1961	Lee 1960
Toen ze de dames goed en wel aan de gang had met mevrouw Perkins, trok tante Alexandra zich terug. Ze schonk juffrouw Maudie een blik van pure dankbaarheid, en ik verwonderde me over de vrouwenwereld. (343)	Toen ze die dames op gang had gebracht en het gevoel had, dat ze hen aan mevrouw Perkins kon overlaten, trok tante Alexandra zich weer terug en schonk juffrouw Maudie een blik van intense dankbaarheid. Ik begreep niets van deze dameswereld. (272-3)	When she had them well on the road with Mrs. Perkins, Aunt Alexandra stepped back. She gave Miss Maudie a look of pure gratitude, and I wondered at the world of women. (312)
Ze vinden het prima dat hij doet wat ze zelf niet durven doen – ze mochten er eens een paar centen bij inschieten. (347)	Zij laten hem de kastanjes uit het vuur halen. Zelf durven ze het niet. Ze zijn bang dat ze klandizie verliezen. (276)	They’re perfectly willing to let him do what they’re too afraid to do themselves – it might lose ‘em a nickel. (316)

These are both examples where Edinga merged and split up sentences. As a result of the changes in the first example, the last sentence is emphasized in Edinga’s translation, which was probably his intention because he also italicized the word “niets” to put even more focus on the meaning. Even though Kooman followed the original sentence structure in these two examples, there are examples where he too merged or split up sentences, but he did it far less frequently than Edinga. In the two chapters discussed in this translation comparison, Edinga split up sentences eighteen times and merged ten times. Kooman split up sentences twice and merged five times. 
	Then there is also the issue of punctuation. Sometimes Edinga added “…” in dialogues to mark a pause instead of using a comma or at the end of a sentence, for example: 

Kooman 2010	Edinga 1961	Lee 1960
‘Stil, anders horen ze je nog,’ zei juffrouw Maudie. ‘Maar heb je het weleens van deze kant bekeken, Alexandra? Of Maycomb het nu weet of niet, we geven hem de hoogste eer die we iemand maar kunnen geven. We vertrouwen hem toe het goede te doen. Zo simpel is het.’ (347)	‘Niet zo luid, Alexandra, ze kunnen je horen,’ zei juffrouw Maudie. ‘Maar heb je het nooit in dit licht gezien? Of Maycomb het nu al of niet beseft… we brengen hem de grootste hulde, die we iemand maar kunnen brengen, we vertróuwen hem, we vertrouwen erop dat hij het goede zal doen. Ja, het is eigenlijk heel simpel…’ (276)	“Be quiet, they’ll hear you,” said Miss Maudie. “Have you ever thought of it this way, Alexandra? Whether Maycomb knows it or not, we’re paying the highest tribute we can pay a man. We trust him to do right. It’s that simple.” (316)

The use of “…” does not seem to be characteristic for dialogues in the 1960s, otherwise this would have been used in the 1961 translation of Catch-22 as well. Instead it seems to be typical of Edinga’s method of translation. The other thing that stands out in this example is that Edinga italicized and used accents to place emphasis on words. It seems he only did this in dialogues. Another example:

Kooman 2010	Edinga 1961	Lee 1960
‘Het handjevol mensen in deze stad met achtergrond, die zijn het.’ (347)	‘Dat handjevol mensen in deze stad, met áchtergrond – over die mensen heb ik het.’ (276)	“The handful of people in this town with background, that’s who they are.” (316)

Edinga manipulated the dialogue in such a way that the reader can almost hear the sentence being said out loud. By adding emphasis and changing the punctuation, Edinga made sure that the sentence can only be read one way. Kliphuis did not apply such translation methods in his translation of Catch-22 so it does not seem to be typical for translations in the 1960s. 
In short, it seems that Edinga’s translation is re-creative on the level of syntax: he changed the phrase structure, merged and split up sentences and changed punctuation and placed emphasis in dialogues. Kooman’s translation is more retentive than that of Edinga on a syntactical level. He also merged and split up sentences at times but far less frequently than Edinga, and the phrase structure and punctuation follow the structure of the source text closely.

5.3	Lexicon
On the level of lexicon it is noticeable that Edinga interpreted sometimes rather than literally translated, for example:

Kooman 2010	Edinga 1961	Lee 1960
Ze bleven erbij dat ze niet schuldig waren aan moord, zodat Atticus weinig meer voor zijn cliënten kon doen dan bij hun verscheiden aanwezig te zijn (…). (17-18)	Zij bleven hardnekkig ontkennen dat zij schuldig waren aan moord – en toen kon Atticus niets meer voor zijn cliënten doen dan acte de présence geven, toen men hen naar de galg bracht (…). (7)	They persisted in pleading Not Guilty to first-degree murder, so there was nothing much Atticus could do for his clients except be present at their departure (…). (5)
Vandaag streden tante Alexandra en haar zendingskrans de edele strijd door heel het huis. (335)	Vandaag streden tante Alexandra en haar zendingskrans ‘de goede strijd’ in ons huis en ze gingen zo vreselijk te keer, dat je ze overal kon horen. (266)	Today Aunt Alexandra and her missionary circle were fighting the good fight all over the house. (305)
Iets had haar ten diepste geraakt en haar grijze ogen waren even kil als haar stem. (343)	Er was iets dat haar nu ontzettend woedend had gemaakt – haar toon was niet alleen snijdend koel, maar ook haar grijze ogen hadden een ijzige uitdrukking. (272)	Something had made her deeply angry, and her gray eyes were as cold as her voice. (312)

In the first example, the source text mentions earlier in that paragraph that the two men were hanged on the gallows but not in this particular sentence. Edinga repeated the information and in doing so expanded his translation and made it more explicit than the source text. In the second example Edinga interpreted the source text and used a roundabout translation solution. In the third example Edinga did not add information nor interpreted but he translated the phrase rather lengthily. 
All these examples show that Edinga at times both expanded what was said in the source text but also added what he deemed necessary or desirable. This indicates that he aimed for a re-creative translation rather than a retentive translation. Together with his handling of syntax, this shows that Edinga is re-creative on the linguistics level. Kooman, on the other hand, stayed close to the information given in the source text and rarely expanded, interpreted or added. On the linguistics level his translation is overall retentive. 

5.4	Foreign elements
In the first example of this chapter, Edinga translated “football” with “voetbal,” which is a completely different sport. Edinga perhaps felt that football should be translated with a sport with a similar status in the Netherlands as football has in America, which is a naturalizing strategy. He used the same strategy in the following two examples:

Kooman 2010	Edinga 1961	Lee 1960
Het deerde hem niet, zolang hij nog maar kon werpen en punteren. (15)	Maar dat liet hem volmaakt onverschillig, want tijdens het voetballen, als hij de bal opgooide of wegtrapte, hinderde het hem niet. (5)	He couldn’t have cared less, so long as he could pass and punt. (3)
Met een dienblad waarop een charlotte stond (…). (335)	Zij torste een blad, waarop een grote vruchtentaart stond. (266)	She carried a tray of charlotte. (305)

In the first example he naturalized “pass and punt” to “opgooide of wegtrapte”. He took two actions from football and replaced them with movements from soccer. At the same time Edinga emphasized soccer even more by adding “want tijdens het voetballen.” Kooman on the other hand exoticized by maintaining the foreign element “football” and the movements from the football game. In the second example Edinga replaced the exotic element “charlotte” with a neutral description of the cake, which is another form of naturalization. Kooman has retained the word in the translation and thus exoticized in this example as well. 
In other cases both translators found it necessary to provide some explanation to the Dutch reader, for example: 

Kooman 2010	Edinga 1961	Lee 1960
Als generaal Jackson destijds niet de Creek-indianen het bos in had gestuurd (…). (15)	Als generaal Jackson de Creeks, een Indianenstam, niet had verjaagd (…). (5)	If General Jackson hadn’t run the Creeks up the creek (…). (3)
In de keuken hoorde ik hoe mevrouw Grace Merriweather in de woonkamer verslag uitbracht over de erbarmelijke levensomstandigheden van het Mruna-volk, althans zo klink het me in de oren. (335)	In de keuken hoorde ik dat mevrouw Grace Merriweather in de zitkamer een rapport voorlas over het intens onsmakelijke leven van de Meroena’s – ik weet niet of die stam zo heette, maar zo klonk het woord me in de oren. (266)	From the kitchen, I heard Mrs. Grace Merriweather giving a report in the livingroom on the squalid lives of the Mrunas, it sounded like to me. (305)

In the first example, both translators maintained the exotic element, “the Creeks”, and offered a short explanation. Kooman’s solution, however, changed the sentences less drastically than Edinga’s solution. The reader of Edinga’s translation stumbles over the apposition “een Indianenstam,” whereas Kooman simply used a short modifier that does not slow down the pace of the text. In the second example, the narrator Scout Finch hears someone say an unknown name to her so she writes the name down based on what she hears. Edinga naturalized this to the way a Dutch child is likely to write down that same sound, “Meroena” instead of “Mruna.” Kooman used another strategy to naturalize the element by adding “-volk” to indicate that it is the name of a tribe or people. So in these two examples both translators naturalized but Kooman did it slightly less drastically than Edinga.
Yet there are also instances where Kooman naturalized and Edinga did not, but it should be noted that these are far less frequent. One example is the name of one of the cooks in the novel, Sophy. Both translators maintained all names in the novel; the name Sophy is the only exception. For some reason, Kooman found it necessary to naturalize the name to “Sophie”. Oddly enough this is the only name he naturalized in the entire novel. Another example where he naturalized and Edinga did not is this:  

Kooman 2010	Edinga 1961	Lee 1960
Als bewoners van het Zuiden van de Verenigde Staten (…). (16)	Als echte Zuiderlingen (…). (5)	Being Southerners (…). (3)

The explanation by Kooman is very odd; especially considering the Alabama river is also mentioned two sentences earlier, so the reader already knows the story is set in the United States. It is unclear why Kooman chose to explicate this particular word when he had no problem with the exoticizing effect of many other words. 
One final addition in Edinga’s translation is worth noting. In chapter 24 a line from the American national anthem is used to create a play on words. Both Edinga and Kooman retained the English line of the anthem. Kooman did not provide any translation but Edinga did, in a footnote. In the footnote he translated the line from the anthem and added: “In Dutch this funny play on words is lost, unfortunately​[39]​” (269). A footnote in a novel is something that probably no modern publishing house would accept anymore.
In short, both Kooman and Edinga at times naturalized foreign elements in the text, but Edinga naturalized them more often and slightly more radically than Kooman. For the most part, Kooman exoticized rather than naturalized.

5.5	Tone
To Kill a Mockingbird was written in 1960 and the language would strike a modern reader as old-fashioned or perhaps even lofty or formal. Edinga’s translation has the advantage of being written in the same time as the source text so he has not had to make decisions whether or not to modernize or historicize. His text contains certain historical elements to a modern reader, for example the word choice, the frequent use of commas or for example the habit of using the contraction “der” instead of “van de.” Kooman’s translation was written almost fifty years after the source text was published. Naturally his translation comes across as more modern than Edinga’s because of the modern spelling and choice of words. However, Kooman also attempted to retain the historical aspect of the text by formalizing the tone at times. At times he used slightly lofty idiomatic expressions to formalize the tone. This becomes particularly noticeable in contrast to the regular idiomatic expressions that Edinga used. A few examples: 

Kooman 2010	Edinga 1961	Lee 1960
Het gebruik wilde dat elke gastvrouw van een dameskrans haar buurvrouwen voor de hapjes en drankjes uitnodigde (…). (337)	Het was gewoonte dat de gastvrouw van elke krans haar buurvrouwen uitnodigde, als er gepauzeerd en gepresenteerd werd (…). (267)	It was customary for every circle hostess to invite her neighbors in for refreshments (…). (307)
Links van mij zat mevrouw Grace Merriweather en ik voelde dat de beleefdheid gebood dat ik iets tegen haar zei. (338).	Mevrouw Grace Merriweather zat aan mijn linkerzijde en ik had het gevoel dat het beleefd zou zijn als ik wat met haar ging praten. (269)	Mrs. Grace Merriweather sat on my left, and I felt it would be polite to talk to her. (308)
Misschien dat het op het moment zelf de goeie keuze leek, daar wil ik vanaf wezen, (…). (342)	Misschien leek het op dat moment wel juist wat ze deden – dat weet ik eigenlijk zo niet, (…). (272)	Might’ve looked like the right thing to do at the time, I’m sure I don’t know, (…). (311)

The effect of these lofty idiomatic expressions is that Kooman’s translation is intentionally historicizing when it comes to the tone of the text.

5.6	Southern accent
The novel is set in Alabama where they speak with a distinct Southern accent. All characters from the novel speak with that accent and then there is also a difference in the accent of the Caucasian and African-American characters. Edinga translated those accents by having the characters use common colloquial language in the dialogues and having them use abbreviations as much as possible. Kooman did not translate the accent at all. Here is an example of a dialogue between Jem and Dill:


Kooman 2010	Edinga 1961	Lee 1960
‘Hoe weet je dat een lucifer hem geen pijn doet?’‘Schildpadden hebben toch geen gevoel, stommerd,’ zei Jem.‘Ben je dan weleens een schildpad geweest, hè?’‘Jezus, Dill! Laat me eens nadenken… we kunnen hem natuurlijk laten schrikken.’ (31)	‘Maar hoe weet jij, dat een brandende lucifer ‘m geen pijn doet?’‘Schildpadden hebben geen gevoel, stommeling,’ zei Jem.‘Ben jij dan ooit een schildpad geweest, hè?’‘Hou je nou es stil, Dill! La me denken… We kunnen ‘m misschien een doodschrik op het lijf jagen.’ (18)	 “How do you know a match don’t hurt him?”“Turtles can’t feel, stupid,” said Jem.“Were you ever a turtle, huh?”“My stars, Dill! Now lemme think… reckon we can rock him…” (18)

The distinct Southern accent does not come across in both translations. The effect of Edinga’s dialogues does not even remotely resemble the effect of Lee’s dialogue. Kooman must have thought it was impossible to create a similar effect and left it out all together. Both translators use a naturalizing strategy.

5.7	Translation norms
Edinga’s 1961 translation of To Kill a Mockingbird is for the most part re-creative. On the linguistic level for both syntax and lexicon he used re-creative translation strategies. The phrase structure in his translation often deviates from that of the source text; he frequently split up and merged sentences; and he manipulated dialogues by adding punctuation to mark pauses, italicizing and placing accents. When it comes to foreign elements, Edinga for the most part naturalized. Especially the fact that he used a footnote to explain that a play on words could not be transferred in Dutch is a naturalization that would be unacceptable in a modern novel. Furthermore, he naturalized the Southern accent in dialogues as well. Naturalization is also characteristic of a re-creative translation, so it can be said that Edinga’s translation is re-creative on all levels.
When comparing Kooman’s translation to Edinga’s, it seems that Kooman stayed much closer to the source text. Kooman usually followed the phrase structure of the source text and he followed the original punctuation marks as far as grammatically possible in Dutch. He did at times merge and split up sentences, which indicates a re-creative translation in that respect. However, in comparison to Edinga’s translation, Kooman is much more retentive. On the level of style, on the other hand, he too shows re-creative tendencies. For the most part he exoticized foreign elements but there are also a few examples where he naturalized, even when Edinga did not. Furthermore, he historicized the tone of the text by occasionally using lofty idiomatic expressions. In short, on the linguistics level his translation is overall retentive and on the stylistic and socio-cultural level it is more re-creative.Conclusion

All mediators involved in the production and reception of Dutch translated literature want a translation that is faithful to the source text, but the opinions differ as to how that faithfulness is accomplished exactly. Almost all mediators want a translation to read as an original work; this was mentioned in the 1960s as well as in the period 2009-2011. Yet between those periods there seems to be a difference in what is permitted to make a translation read as an original Dutch text. For the 1960s it became clear that for reviewers, translators and the jury of the Nijhoff award, naturalization is the preferred method to accomplish this. In the translation comparisons in chapters four and five it became clear exactly how naturalizing and re-creative a translation can be in the 1960s. Kliphuis and Edinga both used highly re-creative translation strategies for Catch-22 and To Kill a Mockingbird, Edinga perhaps even more so than Kliphuis. Both made many changes to the phrase structure and punctuation and naturalized foreign elements rather than exoticized. 
	In the period 2009-2011, the emphasis lay on retaining the author’s intention, modernization and creating a translation that reads like an original Dutch work of literature. Even though in words this seems to correspond largely to the translation norms of the 1960s, the realization of these goals seems to be achieved quite differently than in the sixties, as can be concluded from chapters four and five. Since exoticizing is an accepted translation strategy in the period 2009-2011, a more retentive translation seems to be favoured. This is further strengthened by the impression that Kliphuis translated more retentively than Edinga, because that seems to be an important reason why Catch-22 only required a revision to meet the standards of today’s literature, whereas To Kill a Mockingbird was in need of a complete retranslation. Most changes that were made in the revision of Catch-22 were to modernize the translation and to bring the translation closer to the source text, since many shifts made by Kliphuis were undone. For the retranslation of To Kill a Mockingbird Kooman seems to have adopted a completely different approach by staying close to the source text, much closer at least than Edinga. 
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^1	  Een reeks hervertalingen [maakt] de historische dimensie van het vertalen in het concrete taalmateriaal zichtbaar, zij toont dat het vertalen zelf, en niet alleen de omstandigheden waarin het gebeurt, een eigen historische dynamiek heeft. (…) Samenvattend: in mijn ogen heeft het vertalen een eigen geschiedenis, die niet de neerslag is van dingen die buiten het vertalen gebeuren. Het onderzoek van het fenomeen hervertaling is een eminent middel om die eigen geschiedenis van het vertalen te leren kennen.
^2	  “Catch-22 is intelligent, vervuld van een soms rauwe, grimmige humor, die evenwel nogal omstandig wordt voorbereid en uitgewerkt. Het is met zorg geschreven, teveel zorg misschien. Het boek is bijvoorbeeld hier en daar bepaald log van de bijvoegelijke naamwoorden.” 
^3	  “Voor het rake, genuanceerde Nederlands van de vertaler J.F. Kliphuis niets dan lof.”
^4	  “(…) een man met een heel eigen stijl, vast en raak, een lenige maar tegelijk bijtend-satyrische stijl.”
^5	  “De vertaling van J.F. Kliphuis lijkt me uitstekend.”
^6	  “(…) uitstekend vertaald door J.F. Kliphuis.”
^7	  “Overigens is de vertaling uit het Duits van J.F. Kliphuis van uitstekende kwaliteit.”
^8	  “De vertaling van J.F. Kliphuis is vrijwel altijd voortreffelijk.”
^9	  “Alleman mag het lezen – temeer waar J.F. Kliphuis, wiens vertaling van Morton’s „Rothschildts” onlangs al opviel, ook nu weer een niet gemakkelijk en goed gelukt werkstuk leverde.”
^10	  “Hinderlijk is het kreupele Nederlands waarvoor vertaling J.F. Kliphuis koos, blijkbaar in een poging het Amerikaanse slang van de auteur te benaderen.”
^11	  “De prijs is ingesteld voor die vertalingen van dichtkunst, dramatisch werk en verhalend en beschouwend proza in en uit het Nederlands, die zich door hun letterkundige waarde onderscheiden. Hij wordt elk jaar voor een door een daartoe gevormde jury aan te wijzen werk toegekend; beurtelings, zo mogelijk, voor een vertaling uit een vreemde taal in het Nederlands en voor een vertaling uit het Nederlands in een andere taal.”
^12	  “De jury grondde haar eindbeslissing op een tekstcritisch onderzoek van de vertalingen door haar medelid Dolf Verspoor, die u straks uit het hierover uitgebrachte rapport zal doen horen, hoe de vertaler de schier onoverkomelijke moeilijkheden, welke de beide talen ten opzichte van het gedicht elkaar stellen, het hoofd heeft geboden met een zeldzame vindingrijkheid in de aanwending van het Spaanse idioom tegenover het Nederlandse, en hoe hij welhaast wonderen verricht met het opvangen van het Nederlandse volrijm in het subtiele halfrijm, dat zo’n bekoorlijk en essentieel bestanddeel is in het Spaanse vers.”
^13	  “Sommige vertalers willen alleen de inhoud, de gedachtengang, overbrengen, zonder zich te bekommeren om de muzikale vorm of om de innerlijke muziek, om het ritme en nog minder om het rijm, wanneer dat aanwezig is. (…) Maar alleen door dat wél te doen, is het, naar mijn vaste overtuiging mogelijk het ideaal van iedere vertaler te bereiken, namelijk dat zijn tekst niet als een vertaling in het oog springt, maar dat zijn vertaling leest als een oorspronkelijk gedicht met de kwaliteiten van het origineel. Kortom: ik was erop uit, in het Spaans weer te geven, wat de Nederlandse dichters zouden hebben geschreven, wanneer hun taal de mijne was geweest.”
^14	  “Het Nederlands van de vertalingen is vloeiend en gevarieerd, welluidend, vol van subtiele schakeringen, expressieve woordschikkingen, verrassende vondsten van uitdrukkingen, die het oorspronkelijke op treffende wijze weergeven.”
^15	  “die niet rust voordat ook de kleinste nuance gelijkwaardig in het Engels is overgebracht.”
^16	  “volkomen geslaagde weergave van het origineel”
^17	  “(…) dwaze blunders, en dan nog wel op essentiële punten, te laten passeren, ten behoeve van het altijd zo subjectieve oordeel over ‘nieuwe schoonheid’ kon niet onze richtlijn zijn.”
^18	  “Een boek moet lezen alsof het in het Nederlands is geschreven, stelt Kliphuis: “Een deskundige moet niet zomaar kunnen terugvertalen.” Hij behoort daarmee niet tot een groep in Nederland, die de meest letterlijke vertaling als de enige goede ziet, want naar zijn mening is dan het resultaat matig tot slecht.”
^19	  “Ik zie vertalen echt wel als een creatieve arbeid. Het is vaak een uitdaging. Je moet niet alleen zoeken naar de juiste equivalenten in het Nederlands maar ook naar de kleur, naar de totaalindruk in de context.”
^20	  “(…) mijn indruk is dat het gaat om incidentele correcties die de algehele benadering intact laten en vooral bedoeld zijn om een woordbetekenis raker te treffen of een zin natuurlijker te laten lopen.”
^21	  “(…) niets minder dan een twintigste-eeuwse Nederlandse klassieker.” 
^22	  “(…) zijn Nederlands is niet meer de taal die wij schrijven, laat staan spreken.”
^23	  “Teksten uit de Oudheid moet je lezen in hun oorspronkelijke vorm, maar presenteren in de taal van nu, inclusief de hulpmiddelen die er in de handschriften niet bijstaan: interpunctie, alineascheidingen, tussenkopjes, een inleiding en een index.”
^24	  “(…) voor de doorsneelezer zijn ze gelukkig allebei vlot leesbaar.”
^25	  “(…) die er beter in slaagt een equivalent te vinden voor Odojevski's gekunstelde taalgebruik en buitenissige neologismen.”
^26	  “De durf van de vertaler en zijn beheersing van het Nederlands hebben een werk opgeleverd dat voor de Nederlandse literatuur een grote verrijking vormt.” 
^27	  “Zijn vertaling is absoluut niet dienend, ze wil vooral Hadewijchs teksten in modern Nederlands laten spreken.”
^28	  “Dat we in Hans Driessen een vertaler hebben die deze werken bovendien zuiver, scherp en gloedvol heeft vernederlandst, is een zegen.”
^29	  “Sinds een jaar of twintig maakt hij teksten uit de Oudheid toegankelijk voor de Nederlandse lezers van nu.”
^30	  “Ze blijft dicht bij de oorspronkelijke tekst, veroorlooft zich geen overbodige vrijheden, maar weet de soms lastige en ‘zware’, met deelwoordconstructies beladen Russische tekst altijd in een uitermate soepel Nederlands om te zetten.”
^31	  “(…) wie niet zou weten dat het vertalingen waren, zou onmiddellijk aannemen dat hij te maken had met oorspronkelijke gedichten.”
^32	  The complete list of translators is: Paul Beers, Hans Boland, Edgar de Bruin, Gerd Busse, M. d’Hane Scheltema, Esselien ’t Hart, Rokus Hofstede, Hero Hokwerda, Jeanne Holierhoek, Theo Kars, Arthur Langeveld, Mark Leenhouts, Karol Lesman, Saskia van der Lingen, Kees Mercks, Jan H. Mysjkin, Wilfred Oranje, Hans van Pinxteren, Barber van de Pol, Aai Prins, Roel Schuyt, Anne Stoffel, Rob van der Veer and Jos Vos.
^33	  “Nooit! Over mijn lijk!”
^34	  “Het gaat om het uiteindelijke resultaat en om het effect op de lezer. Dus binnen zekere grenzen veroorloof ik me wel wat, maar mooier maken mag geen doel op zich zijn (…) en wie zegt dat als ik er zelf iets mooiers van maak, iedereen dat dan ook mooi vindt? Dat is toch een kwestie van smaak.” 
^35	  “Omdat de gelijkwaardigheid dikwijls niet op dezelfde plaats bereikt kan worden, volgt daaruit dat je een eventueel verlies, zo je de kans daartoe ziet, in de omringende tekst moet terugwinnen.” 
^36	  “elke goede vertaling is een her-schrijving, een re-productie, een sub-versie.”
^37	  “Ik ben van mening dat een vertaler de knecht van de schrijver is wiens werk hij vertaalt. Hij moet het nooit beter willen weten dan zijn meester.”
^38	  “Hoe dan ook, als je vertaalt, moet je ook voor ogen houden dat je vertalingen voor Nederlandse lezers bestemd zijn. Ik heb er geen probleem mee om af en toe een passende, verklarende bijzin in te voegen, bijvoorbeeld als begrippen of namen in de tekst voorkomen die een Nederlandse lezer niets zeggen, terwijl die in de context van het boek wel een rol spelen.” 
^39	  “In het Nederlands gaat deze geestige woordspeling helaas verloren.”
